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Preamble

This Ph.D. thesis is a contribution to the regional knowledge of the glaciers’ state across the Andes,

their relationship with the climate and their water contribution to the Andean rivers, during the historical

and future periods.

The results were achieved thanks to the award of research funding and the development of the project

in France. This project was funded by the government of the Republic of Chile through the Agencia

Nacional de Investigación y Desarrollo (ANID) / Scholarship Program / DOCTORADO BECAS CHILE /

2019-72200174, and developed in the Institut des Géosciences de l’Environnement (IGE) of the

Université Grenoble Alpes (UGA). Three other international collaboration projects contributed to the

realization of this PhD thesis: Andesnow (CLIMAT-AmSud) project funded in France by the CNRS, the

GLASI project funded by LabEx OSUG@2020 (UGA) and the IRN-ANDES C2H national project (IRD).

This doctoral thesis consists of four main parts:

- Part I: Synopsis

It provides an overview, presenting the main glaciological processes and the current knowledge

across the Andean glaciers and their water contribution to catchments (chapter 1). Followed by

the data and methodologies used in the doctoral project (chapter 2). Finally, a summary of the

main results and conclusions based on three research publications, one in progress and results

not published yet are presented (chapter 3).

- Part II: Research publications

This part contains the main body of this thesis given by three research publications led by me

as the first author and one research draft in progress.

Article n°1. Caro et al. (2020). Glacier Clusters identification across Chilean Andes using

Topo-Climatic variables. Investigaciones Geográficas, (60), 119-133.

https://doi.org/10.5354/0719-5370.2020.59009

Article n°2. Caro et al. (2021). Climatic and Morphometric Explanatory Variables of Glacier

Changes in the Andes (8–55°S): New Insights From Machine Learning Approaches. Front.

Earth Sci. 9:713011.

https://doi.org/10.3389/feart.2021.713011

https://doi.org/10.5354/0719-5370.2020.59009
https://doi.org/10.3389/feart.2021.713011
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Article n°3. Caro et al. (2023). Andean Catchments Hydrological Response to Recent Glacier

Mass Loss. [submitted to The Cryosphere].

https://doi.org/10.5194/egusphere-2023-888

Article 4. Caro et al.. Glacio-hydrological changes along the Andes over the first half of the 21st

Century. [in progress]

- Part III: Glaciological and climate data

Data generated in the research publications is available for download.

- Part IV: Appendix

Academic activities like participation in congresses, workshops, summer schools, classes and

related projects are described.

https://doi.org/10.5194/egusphere-2023-888
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Abstract
The implications of the accelerated retreat of Andean glaciers over recent decades on runoff patterns

remain incompletely understood. In addition, projections of glacier runoff in the 21st century exhibit

significant uncertainties due to climate projections and model structure. These uncertainties give rise to

concerns about the future water availability for both communities and ecosystems at the catchment

scale. To enhance our understanding of the relationship between glaciers, climate, and morphometry,

conventional statistical techniques, machine learning, and glacio-hydrological simulations were used.

This thesis aims to elucidate these intricate connections and estimate the changes in glacier runoff

within the Andean catchments (11°N-55°S) from 1980 to 2100. Seven findings stand out from this work,

which are compiled into four scientific articles: (1) glacier changes (mass balance and area) between

1980 and 2018 are primarily explained by precipitation in the Outer Tropics to the Dry Andes (8-37°S),

while temperature is the dominant explanatory variable in the Wet Andes (40-55°S); (2) based on the

most significant variables explaining glacier changes, a proposal for 12 glaciological zones across the

Andes has been made, considering 32000 glaciers; (3) simulation results indicate that between

2000-2009 and 2010-2019, 93% of catchments experienced reductions in glacier volume (-8.3%) and

surface area (-2.2%), which was accompanied by an increase of 12% in mean annual glacier melt and

2% in rainfall on glaciers; (4) a regional pattern of melt factors for the simulations of snow/ice melt is

found, with decreasing values from the Tropical to Wet Andes; (5) analysis of GCMs and their use in

simulations highlight the importance of studying temperature and precipitation during both historical and

future periods (1990 to 2049) because GCMs identified with lower scores predict higher glacier runoff at

the catchment scale; (6) cumulative glacier runoff shows that the most significant reductions between

2000-2019 and 2030-2049 are expected in the Tropical Andes (-43%), followed by the Dry Andes

(-37%), and the Wet Andes (-32%), where catchments in the Dry Andes exhibit the most pronounced

variations in glacier runoff; and (7) glacier runoff projections throughout the 21st century indicate that a

majority of catchments reach their peak water before the first half of the century; however, the timing of

this peak water varies by catchment and glaciological region. This thesis underlines the significance of

exploring and evaluating climate variables impacting glacier surfaces. It also emphasizes the

importance of utilizing local and regional climate, hydrological, and glaciological data through statistical

techniques and simulations to advance our comprehension of glacier changes and their runoff across

the Andes, both historically and in the future.
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Résumé
Les implications du retrait accéléré des glaciers Andins au cours des dernières décennies sur les

régimes hydrologiques restent partiellement comprises. De plus, les projections d’évolution de la

ressource en eau d’origine glaciaire au 21
e
siècle présentent des incertitudes significatives, notamment

en raison des projections climatiques. Ces incertitudes suscitent des préoccupations concernant la

disponibilité future en eau pour les communautés et les écosystèmes à l'échelle du bassin versant. Afin

d'améliorer la compréhension de la relation entre le glacier, le climat et la morphométrie, ainsi que de

son impact sur les écoulements d’eau d’origine glaciaire, des techniques statistiques conventionnelles,

l'apprentissage automatique et des simulations glacio-hydrologiques sont utilisées. Cette thèse vise à

mieux comprendre ces connexions complexes et à estimer les changements de l’écoulement d’eau des

glaciers dans les bassins versants andins (11°N-55°S) de 1980 à 2100. Sept résultats ressortent de ce

travail, qui sont compilés dans quatre articles scientifiques: (1) les changements des glaciers (bilan de

masse et superficie) entre 1980-2018 sont principalement expliqués par les précipitations des Tropiques

externes jusqu'aux Andes arides (8-37°S), tandis que la température est la variable explicative

dominante dans les Andes humides (40-55°S) ; (2) en se basant sur les variables expliquant les

changements des glaciers, une proposition de 12 zones glaciologiques à travers les Andes a été

formulée ; (3) les résultats des simulations indiquent qu'entre 2000-2009 et 2010-2019, 93 % des

bassins versants ont connu des réductions du volume des glaciers (-8,3 %) et de la superficie (-2,2 %),

ce qui a été accompagné d'une augmentation de 12 % de la fonte annuelle moyenne des glaciers et de

2 % des précipitations sur les glaciers ; (4) la nécessité d’une paramétrisation régionale du facteur de

fonte pour les simulations de fonte de neige/glace est identifiée, avec des valeurs décroissantes des

Tropiques aux Andes humides ; (5) l'analyse des GCMs et leur utilisation dans les simulations mettent

en évidence l'importance de l'étude de la température et des précipitations pendant les périodes

historiques et futures (1990-2049), car les GCMs identifiés avec de faibles scores prédisent un

écoulement d’eau des glaciers plus élevé à l'échelle du bassin versant ; (6) l'écoulement d’eau cumulé

provenant des glaciers montre que les réductions les plus significatives entre 2000-2019 et 2030-2049

sont attendues dans les Andes tropicales (-43 %), suivies des Andes arides (-37 %) et des Andes

humides (-32 %), où les bassins versants des Andes arides présentent les variations les plus marquées

de l'écoulement d’eau provenant des glaciers ; et (7) les projections de l’évolution de la production

d’eau des glaciers au long du 21
e
siècle indiquent que la majorité des bassins versants atteindront leur

pic de production d'eau avant la première moitié du siècle. Cependant, la période pendant laquelle ce

pic sera atteint varie selon le bassin versant. Ce travail de thèse souligne l'importance d'explorer et

d'évaluer les variables climatiques impactant les surfaces et volumes des glaciers. Elle met également

en avant l'importance de l'utilisation de données climatiques, hydrologiques et glaciologiques locales et
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régionales à travers des méthodes d'apprentissage automatique et des simulations

hydro-glaciologiques pour avancer dans notre compréhension des changements des glaciers et de leur

production d’eau à travers les Andes dans le futur.
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Resumen
Las implicancias del retroceso acelerado de los glaciares andinos en la escorrentía siguen sin

entenderse por completo. En este aspecto, las proyecciones de la escorrentía glaciar durante el siglo

XXI muestran una alta incertidumbre proveniente de las proyecciones climáticas pero también de la

estructura para llevar a cabo la simulación. Estas incertidumbres generan preocupaciones sobre la

futura disponibilidad de agua tanto para las comunidades como para los ecosistemas. Para mejorar la

comprensión de la relación entre glaciar, clima y morfometría y su impacto en la escorrentía glaciar, en

esta tesis se emplean técnicas estadísticas convencionales, aprendizaje automático y simulaciones

glacio-hidrológicas. Esta tesis tiene como objetivo dilucidar estas relaciones y estimar los cambios en la

escorrentía glaciar en las cuencas Andinas (11°N-55°S) entre 1980 y 2100. Destacan siete resultados

que han sido compilados en cuatro artículos científicos: (1) los cambios glaciares (balance de masa y

área) entre 1980 y 2018 se explican principalmente por la precipitación en los trópicos exteriores y los

Andes secos (8-37°S), mientras que la temperatura es la variable explicativa dominante en los Andes

húmedos (40-55°S); (2) en base a las variables explicativas de los cambios glaciares, se proponen 12

zonas glaciológicas a lo largo de los Andes usando 32000 glaciares; (3) los resultados de la simulación

indican que entre 2000-2009 y 2010-2019, el 93 % de las cuencas experimentaron reducciones en el

volumen glaciar (-8,3 %) y en la superficie (-2,2 %), lo que estuvo acompañado de un aumento del 12

% en el promedio annual de derretimiento glaciar y 2% en la lluvia sobre glaciares; (4) se encuentra un

patrón regional en los factores de derretimiento utilizados para simular derretimiento de nieve/hielo, con

valores decrecientes desde los Andes tropicales hasta los húmedos; (5) en el análisis de los GCMs y

en su aplicación en simulaciones, destaca la importancia de estudiar la temperatura y la precipitación

durante períodos histórico y futuro (1990 a 2049), debido a que los GCMs identificados con menor

desempeño predicen una mayor escorrentía glaciar a escala de cuenca; (6) la escorrentía glaciar

acumulada muestra que las reducciones más significativas entre 2000-2019 y 2030-2049 ocurren en

los Andes tropicales (-43 %), seguido de los Andes secos (-37 %) y los Andes húmedos (-32 %), donde

las cuencas de los Andes Secos exhiben las variaciones más pronunciadas en la escorrentía glaciar; y

(7) las proyecciones de escorrentía glaciar durante el siglo XXI indican que la mayoría de las cuencas

alcanzan la mayor contribución glaciar (peak water) antes de la primera mitad del siglo, sin embargo, el

periodo en que ocurre este máximo varía según la cuenca y la región glaciológica. Esta tesis subraya la

importancia de explorar y evaluar las variables climáticas que afectan las superficies de los glaciares.

También enfatiza la importancia de utilizar datos climáticos, hidrológicos y glaciológicos locales y

regionales a través de técnicas estadísticas y simulaciones para avanzar en nuestra comprensión de

los cambios en los glaciares y de su escorrentía a través de los Andes, tanto en el pasado reciente

como en el futuro.
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Part I: Synopsis
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1. Introduction and State of the Art

1.1Glaciers as water reservoirs in the Andean
catchments

The Andes cordillera in South America stretches over 8000 km, extending from Colombia-Venezuela to

southern Chile-Argentina (11°N-55°S). This vast mountain range encompasses diverse climatic and

topographic conditions. Along its length, the Andes intercept Low Level Jets, which transport significant

moisture along the mountain chain, except in the western subtropical latitudes. This moisture transport

plays a crucial role in modulating temperature variability and precipitation patterns (Espinoza et al.,

2020). The Andes boasts the largest glacierized surface area in both the tropical region and the

southern hemisphere outside of Antarctica (Kaser and Osmaston, 2002; RGI Consortium, 2017).

However, Andean glaciers have experienced a persistent negative mass balance and consecutive

shrinkage, with particularly pronounced effects since the late 1970s (Rabatel et al., 2013; Zemp et al.,

2019; Masiokas et al., 2020). As a result, some catchments northward of 37°S have shown an increase

in glacier runoff (Huss and Hock, 2018). Studies estimating glacier contributions to rivers in these

catchments range from 3% to 23% (e.g., Mark and Seltzer, 2003; Gascoin et al., 2011; Ragettli and

Pellicciotti, 2012; Soruco et al., 2015; Ayala et al., 2020). In contrast, catchments southward of 37°S

exhibit more variable signals, with some showing an increase in glacier runoff while others experience a

reduction (Huss and Hock, 2018). Despite various studies focusing on glacier changes and their

hydrological impacts in specific catchments such as Antisana (Ecuador), Río Santa (Perú), Zongo

glacier and La Paz (Bolivia), and Yeso and Maipo basins (Chile), the changes in glacier runoff in most

Andean catchments remain unknown. Therefore, there is a need for further research to assess the

impacts of glacier changes on the hydrology of these catchments and enhance our understanding of the

broader implications for water resources in the Andes.

Local studies on glacier processes in the Andes have utilized various databases, methodologies, spatial

scales, and temporal scales to gain a better understanding of these processes or simulate them. On the

other hand, regional studies have primarily focused on certain glaciological variables such as glacier

surface area, geodetic mass balance, or glacier volume, which typically have a lower temporal

resolution (Barcaza et al., 2017; Meier et al., 2018; Braun et al., 2019; Dussaillant et al., 2019; Farinotti

et al., 2019; Seehaus et al., 2019, 2020; Zalazar et al., 2020; Hugonnet et al., 2021; Millan et al., 2022).

Therefore, these local and global data sets can be processed through machine learning methods and

global models to perform an analysis of climate and morphometric variables that explain the recent

glacier changes, as well as, to calibrated simulations of glacier surface mass balance and dynamics, to
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correct/evaluate inputs and to evaluate output simulations, considering historical and future periods of

simulation across the Andes.

1.2Research goals
Considering previous reports of recent and future changes in glaciers (e.g., area variation, mass

balance, ice volume) and glacier runoff at local and regional scales in the Andes and their relations with

the climate, as well as many glaciological and climate datasets available, the following questions that

define the goals of this research arose:

a) How different are the climate conditions across the Andean glaciers since 1980?

b) Can climate and morphometric conditions of glaciers help to understand their recent changes in the

different zones across the Andes?

c) Which glaciological regions and catchments (11°N-55°S) show the largest differences in glacier

runoff (snow/ice melt and rainfall on glaciers) throughout the 21st century regarding the historical

period?

d) Can we find regional patterns of the parameters used to estimate glacier mass balance between

2000-2019?

e) Can we estimate using a hydro-glaciological model the year when the maximum contribution of

glaciers (peak water) will occur throughout the 21st century?

These questions allowed me formulating the following goals:

To classify the climatic and morphometric variables that explain recent glacier changes in area and

volume across the Andes, using machine learning tools [allow answering a and b].

To simulate the recent mass balance and dynamics of the Andean glaciers and their runoff by using a

calibrated and validated modeling approach [allow answering c and d]

To simulate future Andean glacier changes during the 21st century based on a modeling approach

validated in the historical period [allow answering e]
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1.3The role of glaciers in the hydrological cycle
Glaciers play a crucial role in the hydrological cycle, which encompasses the movement of water in

different physical states through the atmosphere, surface, and subsurface. Several key processes are

associated with glaciers, including precipitation in the form of snow and rainfall, ice and snowmelt,

runoff, evaporation, and sublimation (the transition of solid ice directly to water vapor) (Cuffey and

Paterson, 2010; Daanen et al., 2011). These processes, along with others, are discussed in detail in

Section 1.3.1 of the thesis, focusing on glacier surface mass balance.

A glacier is defined by Cogley et al. (2011) as “perennial mass of ice, and possibly firn and snow,

originating on the land surface by the recrystallization of snow or other forms of solid precipitation and

showing evidence of past or present flow”.

In this context, I will describe the role of glaciers in the hydrological cycle throughout a hydrological year,

which typically spans from April to March in the mid-latitudes of the southern hemisphere, and from

October to September in the northern hemisphere. Additionally, I will focus on the seasons when

glaciers experience the most significant mass loss. However, due to the extensive range of the Andes,

stretching from 11°N to 55°S, the timing of hydrological cycle processes varies across different regions

of the Andes. Furthermore, the liquid output from glaciers, which comprises the meltwater from ice, firn,

and snow, as well as rainfall on glaciers, will be referred to as glacier runoff. Glacier runoff plays a

critical role in modifying catchment flow in terms of both quantity and timing, ranging from hourly to

annual scales. This is particularly important during dry seasons when glacier runoff compensates for low

streamflows in catchments, acting as a modulating factor (Radic and Hock, 2014). Additionally, the

annual amount of glacier runoff is closely linked to the glacier's negative and positive mass balance.

1.3.1 Tropical Andes (11°N-18°S)

The tropical Andes exhibit distinct climate patterns influenced by various factors. In the eastern and

western slopes of the equatorial Andes (Ecuador and Colombia), precipitation is primarily driven by

convective storms that develop over the mountains, with a 0°C isotherm at approximately 4800 m a.s.l.

(Garreaud et al., 2009). The eastern slopes receive increased rainfall due to the influence of moist air

from the Amazon basin and the Gulf of Panama, resulting in higher rainfall on the eastern side of the

Andes. On the other hand, the Altiplano region experiences low temperatures, high radiation levels, and

dry conditions throughout the year (e.g., Aceituno, 1993), with interruptions during the austral summer

(November to March) when intense convective storms bring significant precipitation. The northern

areas, around Lake Titicaca, receive more summer precipitation compared to the southern areas around

Uyuni dry lake (Garreaud et al., 2009).
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The influence of tropical Pacific sea surface temperatures (SST) and the El Niño-Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) phenomenon on glacier mass balance has been observed in many studies, indicating their

significant role in modulating interannual variations in glacier mass balance (e.g., Rabatel et al., 2013;

Masiokas et al., 2020).

In terms of the regional division of the tropical Andes, Troll (1941) classified the region into two zones:

the inner tropics and the outer tropics. The inner tropics extend approximately from 11°N to 5°S

(Colombia and Ecuador), while the outer tropics span from 5°S to 17.5°S (Peru and Bolivia) (Rabatel et

al., 2013). Tropical glaciers in these regions exhibit a strong vertical mass balance gradient, meaning

that the mass balance varies significantly with elevation. This gradient is attributed to continuous

ablation near the glacier fronts throughout the year and frequent changes in snow cover during the

ablation season across the ablation area. The frequency and intensity of year-round snowfall also play a

role in modulating the melt processes (Sicart et al., 2011). In Ecuador, ablation rates remain relatively

constant year-round, whereas in the outer tropics, the melt rate is higher during the transition season

(Favier et al., 2004; Autin et al., 2022).

The Inner tropics contain the smaller glacierized surface area of the tropical Andes, presenting monthly

homogeneous precipitation and temperature year-round (Rabatel et al., 2013). Because of that, a small

temperature variation can onset the melt by determining the phase of precipitation, changing the

ablation zone albedo (Kaser, 1999; Francou et al., 2004; Masiokas et al., 2020). Figure 1A illustrates the

principal component of gain and loss in the Antisana glacier, which is situated in the inner tropics. Favier

et al. (2004) estimated that in one year, 74% of the precipitation received by the glacier comes from

snowfall (715 mm yr
-1
) and 26% from rainfall (255 mm yr

-1
, which occurs mainly in the ablation zone).

Ablation, on the other hand, is predominantly dominated by melting, accounting for 95% of the total

ablation (6350 mm yr
-1
), with sublimation contributing 5% (300 mm yr

-1
). In a study by Gualco et al.

(2022) focused on the Antisana glacier, it was found that the ablation zone of the glacier received 74%

of the precipitation as rainfall and 33% as snow during the period from 2011 to 2013. Figure 2,

represents a smaller glacierized catchment within the Antisana volcano in the inner tropics, it shows low

mean monthly temperature and precipitation variations. The runoff from this catchment exhibits a lower

monthly variation, with the maximum occurring in the months of January to March (JFM) and April to

June (AMJ) (Gualco et al., 2022).

In the Outer tropics, where the largest surface area of tropical glaciers can be found (71% in Perú and

20% in Bolivia in 1970 and 1980, respectively, Kaser, 1999), Sicart et al. (2011) described three

seasons related to the processes observed in a glacier surface:
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- the transition season (September-December) with low accumulation of snow and melt ice

progressively increasing to reach its maximum in November (Figure 1B),

- the wet season (January-April) with a high accumulation of snow (Kaser, 2001),

- the dry season (May-August) when ablation is limited but largest losses occur through

sublimation.

Figure 1B shows the main processes on the glacier surface during the transition season, where the

largest ablation occurs each year, being melting the main process of mass loss. Nearly 20% of the

annual precipitation occurs during the transition season (Ramallo, 2013), where approximately 90% is

related to snowfall (Zongo glacier at 5050 m a.s.l., Valex, 2015). Sicart et al. (2005) found that the main

sources of melt are shortwave radiation followed by incoming longwave radiation, where the sublimation

is 13% during the transition season (Zongo glacier, 4900 to 6000 m a.s.l., 1998-2000). In the Zongo

glacier located in the outer tropics, the annual mass balance is conditioned by the beginning of the wet

season, which interrupts the high ice melt occurring in the transition season (Sicart et al., 2011), where a

possible precipitation delay can lead to very negative ablation rates. This season shows the largest

ablation considering 27 years of records with a maximum in November (Autin et al., 2022), when the

largest increases in glacier runoff are also observed (Frans et al., 2015). Because of that, the surface

mass balance is correlated to the total amount and the seasonal distribution of precipitation (Francou et

al., 2003; Sicart et al., 2005; Autin et al., 2022). Figure 2 (outer tropics) presents the mean monthly

runoff in the Zongo catchment, with the maximum during the transition and wet season (October to

March) related to larger mean monthly temperature and precipitations (Frans et al., 2015; Autin et al.,

2022).
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Figure 1. Relevant processes on glacier surfaces (% are given over various periods depending on the references for (i)

glacier gains: rainfall + snowfall; (ii) glacier losses: melt + sublimation), during the seasons where the largest ablation

occurs in the Andes. Each glaciological region shows the largest surface mass losses related to one season except (A)

the Inner tropics (11°N to 5°S), where ablation occurs year-round. These seasons are the transition season in (B) the

Outer tropics (5°S to 17.5°S) and the summer season in (C) the Dry (17.5°S to 35°S) and (D) Wet Andes (35°S to 55°S).

The term "% of annual precipitation" pertains to the cumulative precipitation within each of the previously mentioned

seasons in relation to the total annual precipitation.

The relevance of the processes in each glaciological region was related to specific locations: Inner tropics in Antisana

glacier (0.3°S, 5753 m a.s.l.) and related catchment (Kaser, 1999; Favier et al., 2004; Rabatel et al., 2013; Gualco et al.,

2022).

Outer tropics in Zongo glacier (16°S, 4900-6000 m a.s.l.) (Sicart et al., 2005; Sicart et al., 2011; Ramallo, 2013; Valex,

2015; Autin et al., 2022).

Dry Andes in the Maipo basin (33°S), Echaurren Norte (3650-3900 m a.s.l) and Juncal Norte (2904-5896 m a.s.l.) glaciers

(DGA, 2015; Masiokas et al., 2016; Farías-Barahona et al., 2019; Ayala et al., 2017; 2020).

Wet Andes in San Rafael glacier (0-4000 m a.s.l.) and catchments of west side of NPI (47°S) (Ohata et al. 1985; Fujiyoshi

et al., 1987; Kondo and Yamada, 1988; Koppes et al., 2011; Dussaillant et al., 2012; Krogh et al., 2014; Schaefer et al.,
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2015; Lo Vecchio et al., 2019).

1.3.2 Southern Andes (18-55°S)

The Southern Andes stretch for over 4500 km, spanning from northern Chile to Tierra del Fuego. The

elevation at which the 0°C isotherm can be found varies from approximately 4000 m a.s.l. in the north to

around 500 m a.s.l. at the southern tip of the continent. As a result, snowfall occurs at higher elevations

in northern Chile and persists throughout the winter in the south (Garreaud et al., 2009). During the

winter months from April to September, solid precipitation, in the form of snow, is predominant when the

air temperature is below freezing (< 0°C). In contrast, during the summer months from October to

March, warmer temperatures lead to the release of water stored as snow through meltwater. This

snowmelt serves as a significant water supply, particularly during the early summer, while ice melt

becomes more dominant in the late summer. Lliboutry (1998) proposed two climatological regions in the

Southern Andes: the Dry Andes (17.5-35°S) and the Wet Andes (35-55°S).

In the Dry Andes, the descending air motion associated with the subtropical anticyclone over the

southeastern Pacific Ocean leads to arid conditions in the western side of the Andes (Houston and

Hartley, 2003; Garreaud et al., 2009). The region between 18-23°S on both sides of the Andes

experiences the most pronounced contrast in precipitation. In the northern area of the Dry Andes,

known as the Desert Andes, mean monthly temperatures remain negative throughout the year, and

precipitation is concentrated in the winter season from May to August (Nicholson et al., 2009).

Observations taken at Frontera station (29°S) located at 4927 m a.s.l. (between 2002-2008) near the

elevation of glacier fronts show mean monthly temperatures ranging from -0.6°C to -10.9°C.

Precipitation in this region mostly occurs in the form of solid precipitation, with less than 900 mm per

year at 3800 m a.s.l. (2001-2009). Around 90% of the precipitation occurs during winter (May-August),

while the remainder can occur at higher elevations in summer (February-March) due to convective

activity (Rabatel et al., 2011). In high-elevation glaciers of the Dry Andes, mass balance variability is

primarily driven by annual precipitation (Rabatel et al., 2011; Masiokas et al., 2016). Ablation, on the

other hand, is dominated by sublimation, reaching 81% in the Desert Andes (Guanaco glacier, 29°S,

2008-2011, MacDonell et al., 2013). However, sublimation is lower in the Central Andes, accounting for

approximately 7% of the glacier-wide ablation in Juncal Norte glacier at 33°S during the summer of

2009 (Ayala et al., 2017).

Figure 1C illustrates the processes studied in the Maipo basin and the Echaurren Norte and Bello

glaciers located in the Central Andes. During the strong ablation season (summer, JFM), precipitation

comprises only 5% of the total annual precipitation (mostly snowfall) (Masiokas et al., 2016), and the
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maximum annual amount of glacier runoff is estimated (Ayala et al., 2020). Glacier ablation in this

region is primarily composed of glacier melting (snow and ice) accounting for 90%, while sublimation

contributes 10%, as simulated in the Bello glacier (33°S, 2013-2016, DGA, 2015). Figure 2 (Dry Andes)

displays the observed mean monthly temperature and precipitation near the Echaurren Norte glacier

(Masiokas et al., 2016) and the glacier runoff related to the Maipo basin, where the maximum glacier

runoff occurs during the summer season (JFM) under warm and dry conditions (Ayala et al., 2020).

Glacier runoff contributions to the Huasco (29°S), Aconcagua (33°S), and Maipo basins (34°S) have

been estimated to range from 3% to 23% considering catchment sizes between 241 to 4843 km
2

(Gascoin et al., 2011; Ragettli and Pellicciotti, 2012; Ayala et al., 2020).

In the Wet Andes, the western side receives abundant precipitation due to frontal systems moving

eastward from the Pacific Ocean, resulting in a high precipitation gradient from west to east. Annual

total precipitation in this region ranges from 3000-7000 mm per year near 45°S, and maximum

precipitation can reach up to 10000 mm per year (Garreaud et al., 2009; Schaeffer et al., 2017;

Yamada, 1987). Conversely, in the eastern Andes, far from the icefields, the annual mean precipitation

decreases to less than 100 mm per year, creating a cold and windy steppe environment (Garreaud et

al., 2009). The Southern and Northern Patagonian icefields, located in the Wet Andes, host numerous

glaciers, most of which have their equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) below the mean annual 0°C isotherm

(Masiokas et al., 2020). In the icefields, seasonal variations in precipitation and temperature are small,

with wet and windy summers (Fujiyoshi et al., 1987; Koppes et al., 2011). In the Northern Patagonian

Icefield, simultaneous rainfall and snowfall can occur (Fujiyoshi et al., 1987; Koppes et al., 2011). Kondo

and Yamada (1988), on San Rafael glacier, estimated that snowfall can occur even if the air

temperature is above 0°C, and both solid and liquid precipitation occur in summer (December-January),

with considerable accumulation in early summer. For instance, over the 1985-1986 summer season,

Kondo and Yamada (1988) showed that snowfall composed 15% of precipitation at 1034 m a.s.l. and

decreased to 5% at lower elevations (426 m a.s.l.). However, the annual snowfall has been estimated at

49% between 1975-2011 in the Northern Patagonian Icefield (Schaefer et al., 2015). Regarding surface

ablation, Ohata et al. (1985) estimated that calving and melting contributed equally to the total mass

loss in the San Rafael glacier.

Figure 1D depicts these processes on a glacier in the Wet Andes during the summer season, where

glaciers with inland fronts experience ablation primarily through melting, and rainfall amounts can be

significant. Cloud cover is present for over 50% of the time during summer (Lo Vecchio et al., 2019),

leading to a reduction in incoming shortwave radiation (Schaefer et al., 2015). Meteorological records on

the east side of the Northern Patagonian Icefield indicate that 25% of the annual precipitation (Lago

Vargas station, at low 1000 m a.s.l.) occurs during the summer season (Dussaillant et al., 2012). In
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catchments located on the east side of the icefield, Krogh et al. (2014) estimated a high contribution of

rainfall to the annual precipitation, with rainfall accounting for 68% of the total in the León and Delta

catchments. Maximum streamflows are recorded during summer in the Baker River (Bertrand Lake),

and they are not solely correlated with precipitation, suggesting a high contribution from snow in the

basin and glacier melt (snow/ice melt). The climograph and hydrograph of the Baker basin can be

observed in Figure 2 (Wet Andes). Mean monthly temperatures range from -3 to 6°C, with precipitation

occurring year-round but concentrated in the winter season from April to September. Flow discharges at

the Ñadis gauging station exhibit large monthly river flows, with maximums occurring during the summer

season (JFM) (Dussaillant et al., 2012).

Recent studies have observed that glacier mass loss through calving (both ocean and lake-terminating)

is significant in the total mass loss in the Wet Andes. The most substantial mass loss by calving was

estimated in the Southern Patagonian Icefield, accounting for nearly half of the total loss during the

period 2000-2019, where calving is the main factor of mass loss of glaciers like Jorge Montt (Minowa et

al., 2021; Bown et al., 2019). However, mass loss by calving constitutes only a minor fraction (lower

than 20%) for most glaciers in the Northern Patagonian Icefield (Minowa et al., 2021).

Figure 2. Seasonal schematic seasonal climographs and hydrographs of glacierized catchments in the glaciological

regions of the Andes from April (A) to March (M). Seasonal distribution of temperature and precipitation exhibit an

increase southward. The seasonal variability of temperature reaches its maximum in the Dry Andes, where all regions

show maximum temperature during the summer (JFM). Variability of monthly precipitation is lower in the inner tropics

(lowest amount) and the Wet Andes (largest amount), and higher in the outer tropics and the Dry Andes, showing these

latter opposite wet and dry seasons. The catchment flows also show high differences across the Andes, with an increase

from the inner tropic to Wet Andes and a larger seasonal response (maximum in summer) in the outer tropics and Dry

Andes. Axis x represents the hydrological year from April to March. The climate and hydrological variables in each region

were related to specific locations:

- Inner tropics in the Antisana catchment (Gualco et al., 2022).

- Outer tropics in the Zongo catchment and Zongo glacier (Frans et al., 2015; Autin et al., 2022).

- Dry Andes in the Maipo basin and Echaurren Norte glaciers (Masiokas et al., 2016; Ayala et al., 2020).-

- Wet Andes in Baker basin (Dussaillant et al., 2012).
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1.4Glacier mass balance and flow of ice

1.4.1 Glacier surface mass balance

For mass balance estimations glaciers could be considered just as frozen water, where sediments and

meltwater in transit or in storage are considered outside the glacier (Cogley et al., 2011). Annually,

glaciers gain (mostly by snowfall) and lose surface mass (mostly by melt) causing changes in their size

over time, involving processes that can transfer mass in the glacier and its surroundings or between ice

and liquid water within the glacier (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). The rates of these processes over time

determine the glacier mass balance, Overall, mass exchanges are related to elevation. Because of that,

an increase in specific balances (gain of mass) will thicken and steepen the glacier increasing the ice

flow. These processes related to glacier dynamics are also influenced by the regional climate (Cuffey

and Paterson, 2010) which allows considering the glacier mass balance as a climate indicator (Francou

and Vincent, 2015). The specific mass balance represents a change of mass per unit area in one year

( , in kg m
−2
yr

−1
) which can be divided into sub-periods. In most cases, the surface balance ( )ḃ ḃ𝑠

dominates over basal balance ( ), although the basal balance could be important in someḃ =  ḃ𝑠

glaciers (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Due to the above, changes in glacier mass can be conceptualized

in terms of a budget, in which processes of gain (positive ) and loss (negative ) can be estimated.ḃ ḃ

The areas on a glacier where the mass gain exceeds ablation are called the accumulation zone,

whereas the areas where a deficit is greater are known as the ablation zone. In one year, the net

change determines whether a glacier grows or shrinks from one year to the next (Cuffey and Paterson,

2010).

In the surface balance rate ( , Equation 1) at a point, several processes are related: snowfall ( ),ḃ𝑠 ȧ𝑠

avalanche deposition ( ), melt ( ), refreezing of water ( ), sublimation ( ) and wind-blown snowȧа ṁ𝑠 ȧ𝑟 ṡ

( ). However, snowfall and melt dominate the surface balance.ȧ𝑤

,ḃ𝑠 =  ȧ𝑠 +  ȧа − ṁ𝑠 +   ȧ𝑟 −  ṡ   ±   ȧ𝑤 Equation 1

Where wind-blown snow can be positive (windborne snow) or negative (wind scour) (Cogley et al.,

2011). Although refreezing is related mostly to melt water, rain and runoff from adjacent hillslopes can

be considered (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).

In surface accumulation processes, snowfall varies widely and controls accumulation. Three factors are

identified: snowfall increases with the atmospheric water vapor, precipitation reaches to the ground as

snow when the air temperature is subfreezing (precipitation partitioning in rain or snow) and high

snowfall rates occur where air masses rapidly cool (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Meanwhile, in surface
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ablation processes, a glacier surface loses mass mostly by melt, sublimation and calving. Melt and

sublimation are driven by the flux of energy from the atmosphere to the surface: radiation and turbulent

fluxes. If the temperature of the surface snow/ice is at melting point, the rate of melt increases

proportionally to the net energy flux, however, melting can occur with subfreezing air temperatures

(Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Meanwhile, sublimation can occur at all temperatures year-round and is

the dominant ablation mechanism in cold and windy environments (MacDonell et al., 2013). Sublimation

converts radiant and sensible energy fluxes to latent heat, thereby reducing the energy available for

melting (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Strong sublimation can suppress surface melting even if overlying

air temperatures are several degrees above the freezing point (Kuhn 1987). In accumulation and

ablation processes the snowfall is another important factor, because lower winter precipitation exposes

earlier firn/ice in the ablation season (with lower albedo), conversely a snowfall in summer reduces total

melt (with high albedo) (Cuffey and Paerson, 2010).

Figure 3 from Cuffey and Paterson (2010) depicts an idealized annual cycle of glacier surface mass

balance for mid-latitude glaciers. According to the diagram, the mass of the glacier increases during

winter due to snowfall events, and gradually decreases throughout the summer season, reaching its

maximum value at the end of each season. The times of two successive minimums are denoted as t1

and t2, while tm represents the time of the intermediate maximum. These time intervals are used to

define the annual balance of the glacier. Furthermore, the annual balance can be further subdivided into

winter mass balance (from t1 to tm, when snow accumulates) and summer mass balance (from tm to t2,

when ablation processes dominate). This change in mass per unit area relative to the previous summer

surface (accumulation less ablation from the start of the balance year) is defined as the specific balance

( ). This specific balance defines the net balance for the year or mass balance ( ).𝑏 𝑏
𝑛
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Figure 3. Definition of specific surface mass balance or specific balance by Cuffey and Paterson (2010)

Thus, the annual glacier mass balance ( , Equation 2) is getting integrating the annual specific𝐵
𝑛

balance over the total area of a glacier ( ), which quantifies the change of mass per unit area orΩ

equivalent thickness of ice or water from the entire glacier in one year.

, 𝐵
𝑛

=  
Ω
∫ 𝑏

𝑛
 𝑑Ω Equation 2

Other concepts like ELA and AAR are relevant to understand the glacier-wide gain and loss. Cuffey and

Paterson (2010) define the ELA as the elevation of the boundary between accumulation and ablation

zones, where accumulation equals ablation for the year (at the end of the ablation season), and the

accumulation-area ratio (AAR) as the ratio of the accumulation zone regarding the total glacier area.

Glaciers in the Andes exhibit distinct patterns of accumulation and ablation depending on their location

within different glacio-climatological regions. Figure 4 provides an idealized representation of the annual

cycle of glacier surface mass balance during a balanced-budget year ( 0) in the main glaciological𝐵
𝑛

=

regions of the Andes. In the inner tropics, based on observations from the Antisana glacier (located at

0°S in Ecuador) spanning a period of 10 years, both ablation and accumulation processes occur

throughout the year. The largest amounts of accumulation are typically observed in April and February

(Rabatel, 2015). In the outer tropics, glaciers such as the Zongo glacier (situated at 16°S in Bolivia)

exhibit greater accumulation during the wet season (JFM). Measurements spanning 27 years indicate
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year-round ablation, with significant accumulation occurring in April, August, and from January to March

(Autin et al., 2022). In the Dry Andes, short-term measurements, particularly related to albedo, provide

insights into year-round ablation and accumulation. Ablation is most pronounced during the summer

months, while accumulation is largest in winter (DGA, 2015). Within the Wet Andes, simulations and

observations of mass balance over a span of 9 years in the Mocho-Choshuenco glacier demonstrate

year-round accumulation, with the period from June to January exhibiting the highest concentration of

accumulation. Ablation, on the other hand, primarily occurs from April to June and in February and

March (Schaefer et al., 2017).

Figure 4. The diagrams show the accumulation and ablation of four Andean glaciers throughout one year considering

balance-budget ( 0). Figures are inspired in Kaser (1995), taken the observation and simulation of the Antisana𝐵
𝑛

=
(Rabatel, 2015), Zongo (Autin et al., 2022), Bello (DGA, 2015) and Mocho-Choshuenco glaciers (Schaefer et al., 2017). A,

O and M, refer to April, October and March.

1.4.2Measurements and simulations of glacier surface mass
balance

The glacier surface changes are estimated from elevation differences related to snow/ice densities,

getting the specific balance associated to the representative area and then used to estimate the annual

glacier surface mass balance. For that, several in situ and remote sensing methods have been applied,

which will be described briefly considering that the relevant methods for this thesis are described in

sessions of methodology. The in situ method used stakes to estimate surface elevation changes on the

glacier (snow and/or ice) and snow density measurements are performed through the use of density
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cutters (box, cylinder and wedge) (Proksch et al., 2016; Caro, 2014), Mount Rose snow cylinder, or

snow penetrometer (Mössner et al., 2013), between other techniques. However, accessible in situ

measurements of elevation change are usually not representative of the whole glacier. The remote

sensing measurements used also to estimate surface elevation changes can cover the entire glacier

surface. However, some limitations are related to spatial resolution, atmospheric conditions and to

passive or active sensors, these latter are related to the reception of natural or emitted signals. The

remote sensing measurements could be split into three approaches: close, aerial and orbital ranges. In

the first one is implicated the terrestrial (TLS) and aerial transported laser scanners (ALS) better known

as LiDAR (Laser imaging, detection, and ranging) and the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) implemented

with active or passive sensors. The second one is related to aerial photographs. The last one, orbital

range, is related to satellite data, which comprise active or passive measurements. Recent studies have

estimated the recent glacier surface elevation changes using active (e.g., Braun, 2018) and passive

sensors (e.g., Dussaillant et al., 2019, Hugonnet et al., 2021) across the Andes. In addition, in the

annual glacier mass balance estimation of large areas, the glacier surface area is extracted from local

and/or global glacier inventories (glacier outline).

The surface mass balance simulation is performed usually through the energy balance or

temperature-index methods. The surface energy balance applied in snow/ice melt calculation (e.g.,

Rothlisberger and Lang, 1987) was tested and improved with several measurements (e.g., Hay and

Fitzharris, 1988; Braithwaite and Olesen, 1990; Munro, 1990; Brock et al., 2000). The principal

components of energy balance to estimate surface melt rate ( , Equation 3) are described by Arnold𝑄
𝑀

et al. (1996) like the summation of the net radiation fluxes in shortwave ( ) and longwave ( ), and𝑄 * 𝐼 *

the turbulent fluxes of sensible ( ) and latent heat ( ) (Brock et al., 2000). However, later studies𝑄
𝑆

𝑄
𝐿

incorporated the energy supplied by rain in this balance (e.g., Hock and Holmgren, 2005; Kinnard et al.,

2022).

,𝑄
𝑀

 =  + 𝑄 *+ 𝐼 *+ 𝑄
𝑆

+ 𝑄
𝐿 Equation 3

The temperature-index methods cover the degree-day model related to the degree-day factor (DDF)

and enhanced temperature-index model (ETI) (Hock, 2003; Pellicciotti et al., 2005). Daily and other time

intervals as hourly or monthly can be used for determining DDF (Hock, 2003). The main difference

between both models is the incorporation of incoming shortwave radiation and albedo in ETI, which

improve the temperature-index models performance in glaciers in which the shortwave dominates the

energy available for melt at the hourly time step (Pellicciotti et al., 2005).
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Hock (2003) through the degree-day model estimated ice/snow melt (M, in mm, Equation 4) during a

period of n time intervals ( ) to the sum of positive air temperatures of each time interval ( ) duringΔ𝑡 𝑇+

the same period like:

,

𝑖=1 

𝑛

∑  𝑀 =  𝐷𝐷𝐹 
𝑖=1 

𝑛

∑ 𝑇+  Δ𝑡  Equation 4

Where the degree-day factor (DDF) is expressed in mm d
-1
k
-1
for in days and temperature in °CΔ𝑡

(Braithwaite, 1995). This model through the DDF is influenced by all terms of the energy balance (Hock,

2003). The simulations of snow/ice melt performed in this thesis are based in Hock (2003).

1.4.3 Glacier dynamics

In glaciers that have distinct accumulation (upper zone with gain in mass) and ablation zones (lower

zone with loss of mass), the ice is transferred from higher to lower elevations through a process known

as ice flow (Jiskoot, 2011). This redistribution of ice within a glacier is governed by the concept of force

balance, where the gravitational driving stress is balanced by resistive stresses, such as basal sliding

and bed deformation. Understanding these dynamics is crucial for describing the dynamic of the glacier

(Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).

The gravitational driving stress is influenced by gravitational acceleration, ice density, ice thickness, and

surface slope. The resistive stresses primarily act at the base of the glacier in the form of basal drag,

although lateral drag and dynamic resistance due to longitudinal stress gradients within the ice can also

play a role (Jiskoot, 2011). Among these resistive forces, basal drag is generally the most significant

(Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). In Figure 5, the basal shear stress ( , from 10 kPa for ice streams to 100𝜏
𝑏

kPa for valley glaciers, Cuffey and Paterson, 2010) is related to glacier thickness, the surface slope, and

the shape of the glacier valley, which for a section can be defined like

,𝜏
𝑏
 =  𝑓𝑝𝑔ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 Equation 5

represents the weight of the ice column parallel to the plane, where is the ice density (kg𝑝𝑔ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 𝑝

m
-3
), is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s

-2
), in the ice thickness (m), is the ice thickness𝑔 ℎ 𝛼

gradient ( ) (equals the ice surface slope on a horizontal bed), and a shape factor related to the𝑑ℎ/𝑑𝑥 𝑓

glacier profile and valley shape (glacier geometry) (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). represents friction𝑓

along the bed as a fraction of the basal/lateral drag, which can be expressed as the ratio between the

hydraulic radius (defined as the cross-sectional area of the glacier divided by the wetted perimeter) and
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the centerline ice thickness (Nye, 1965; Jiskoot, 2011) (values between 0.5 and 1.5 from Cuffey and

Paterson, 2010). Equation 5 is similar to the shallow ice approximation (SIA) where basal shear stress is

calculated from ice thickness and surface slopes over distances equal or larger than the ice thickness

(Jiskoot, 2011), whereas, for shorter distances the longitudinal stresses need to be included because if

this stress is unbalanced (i.e. the ice mass is pushing or pulling) the basal shear stress can be very

different in Equation 5 (Jiskoot, 2011).

Figure 5. Diagram of an ice flow line showing the main stress terms acting on ice columns. The

term represents the stress acting on the base of the ice in direction x. Adapted from Cuffey𝜏
𝑏

and Paterson, 2010.

1.4.3.1 The three major components of ice flow

The generalized flow law for the creep (internal deformation) of glacier ice, the Glen’s flow law, was

developed by Nye (1951, 1957) and Glen (1952, 1955), where a sliding law was developed by

Weertman (1957) and Lliboutry (1958) who recognized the two main processes of basal sliding

(regelation and enhanced creep). Subsequently, the roles of water pressure and cavitation in the

process of sliding were identified by Lliboutry (1968), which led to theories on how switches in the

subglacial drainage system control sliding speed (Kamb, 1987; Jiskoot 2011).

In response to the driving stress, glaciers can move due to three independent ice flow processes which

could contribute ensemble: (1) internal deformation (creep), (2) basal sliding, and (3) soft bed

deformation. All glaciers move due to creep flow, but basal sliding is the major component in glaciers

that do not have a frozen bed (temperate and polythermal glaciers), meanwhile, glaciers that are

underlain by soft deformable substrate (till) experience bed deformation. Where sliding and/or bed
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deformation are present, these processes can contribute to more than 50% of the total velocity of the

glacier surface (e.g., Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987 in Jiskoot 2011).

The ice flow measured at the glacier surface (U) can be described as the sum of deformation velocity

(Uc, creep velocity), sliding velocity (Us), and bed deformation velocity (Ud), where the last two terms

can be combined as basal motion (Ub) (see Figure 6A). When glaciers move mostly by internal

deformation, the velocity decreases as a fourth order polynomial with depth (with maximum velocity at

the surface to minimum at the base) (in Figure 6A see Uc), where the transverse velocity profile (across

the glacier) shows a parabolic distribution with a maximum in the center. Whereas, glaciers dominated

by basal motion have a uniform transverse velocity profile (plug flow, Sharp, 1988) (in Figure 6B). The

flow processes described as follows will explain these differences in velocity.

Figure 6. Vertical and transversal glacier ice flow. A) Cross section of vertical velocity and surface velocity (U) of a glacier

with the three components of ice flow active: internal deformation (Uc), basal sliding (Us) and bed deformation (Ud). The

basal motion (Ub) is composed by Us and Ud. B) Cross section of vertical velocity with high basal velocity (Ub). Adapted

from Jiskoot (2011).

1.4.3.2 1st ice flow process: Internal deformation

The ice deformation rate (shear strain rate) under a constant shear stress rate is initially high but then

decreases to a constant value (secondary strain rate). The value of the constant shear strain rate is

dependent on the amount of stress applied, ice temperature, stress history, and on impurities within the

ice. Glen (1955) derived the constitutive relationship of glacier ice, given by the relation between

secondary shear strain rate (𝜀) and applied stress (𝜏). His empirical flow law for ice creep in steady state

(Glen’s flow law, Equation 6) is expressed as:

,𝜀 = 𝐴𝜏𝑛 Equation 6
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where A is the ice creep parameter depending on ice temperature (Glen, 1955), which is not affected by

hydrostatic pressure (Rigsby, 1958). Cuffey and Paterson (2010) propose a value of 2.4 × 10
−24

s
−1
Pa

−3
,

which decreases log-linearly with temperature below the freezing point. The exponent is a constant𝑛

that depends on applied stress (range 1.5 to 4.2, usually equal to 3 for valley glaciers) (Cuffey and

Paterson, 2010). Thus, for temperate valley glaciers the deformation rate is proportional to the vertical

shear stress cubed, which is a function of the ice thickness (Jiskoot 2011). Strain rate profiles can be

constructed by adding shear stresses across the glacier thickness. The sum of all deforming ice layers

is expressed as glacier surface velocity. The mean flow velocity resulting from the horizontal

deformation (creep) in an ice column (Uc, Equation 7) can be described as (Jiskoot 2011):

,𝑈
𝑐
 = 𝑐

𝐼
ℎ𝜏𝑛 Equation 7

where the constant depends on the values for A and from Glen’s flow law (Equation 6), is ice𝑐
𝐼

𝑛 ℎ

thickness and 𝜏 is basal shear stress (Kamb and Echelmeyer, 1986). From Equation 7, the geometric

controls in this relationship are clear: steeper and thicker glaciers have a larger internal deformation rate

than thin ones with shallow slopes (Jiskoot 2011).

1.4.3.3 2nd ice flow process: Basal sliding

If glaciers are not frozen to the substrate (bedrock or sediments) glacier displacement can occur through

glaciers sliding over their beds, where cavitation (empty space in contact substrate/ice) plays an

important role (Jiskoot, 2011). The basal shear stress (𝜏) and the effective pressure ( ) are the basal𝑁
𝑒

boundary conditions for the sliding velocity ( ). The effective pressure is estimated from ice𝑈
𝑠

overburden pressure ( ) and water pressure ( ) differences. When water pressures exceed𝑝
𝑖
 =  ρ𝑔ℎ 𝑝

𝑤

the ice overburden pressure the glacier bed can start decoupling from the bedrock. The sliding velocity

flow law (Equation 8) can be understood like (Jiskoot 2011):

,𝑈
𝑠
 = 𝑘 𝜏𝑚

𝑁
𝑒

Equation 8

where constants is function of bed roughness (between 0.5/13 and 0.5*13, Cuffey and Paterson,𝑘

2010) and >= (Bindschadler, 1983; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Jiskoot (2011) mentions that this 𝑚 𝑛

approach ignores the effects of frictional forces between rock particles frozen in the basal ice and the
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underlying bedrock and the effects of chemical reactions in bedrock or in basal ice impurities by

melting/refreezing.

1.4.3.4 3rd ice flow process: Soft bed deformation

Ice flow over a soft bed is a combination of basal sliding and bed deformation (Jiskoot 2011). The type

and amount of bed deformation is dependent on till thickness and composition and water pressure,

where soft bed deformation flow can be expressed as (Jiskoot 2011):

,έ =  𝐴
2
 𝑒

𝜏
𝑏 𝜏

0 Equation 9

where is a constant related to a reference strain rate, a constant that is dependent on𝐴
2

𝑏

pre-consolidation stresses and texture of the till, and the stress taken at a reference shear strain rate𝜏
0

(Hooke, 2005). This relationship implies that small increases in shear stress should result in large

increases in till deformation, which is related to an unstable runaway flow of glaciers which in extreme

cases could result in surges (Jiskoot 2011).

1.4.4 Simulation of glacier dynamics

Accurate knowledge of glacier ice thickness and the processes governing ice flow is essential for

initializing future estimations of glacier changes (Goelzer et al., 2018). The estimation of glacier ice

thickness can be achieved through two main approaches: i) the inversion of mass conservation; and ii)

the inversion of momentum conservation based on Glen's flow law. These methods utilize different

types of input data and equations (Jouvet, 2022). The inversion of mass conservation, as described by

various studies (Paterson, 1971; Haeberli and Hoelzle, 1995; Farinotti et al., 2009; Maussion et al.,

2019), estimates ice fluxes by analyzing changes in surface mass balance and infers ice thickness

using the shallow ice approximation (SIA). On the other hand, methods based on the conservation of

momentum employ varying levels of complexity, ranging from SIA (e.g., Gantayat et al., 2014;

Michel-Griessera et al., 2014) and shallow shelf approximation (Goldberg and Heimbach, 2013) to

high-order models, including full-Stokes models that consider wall drag and longitudinal drag (Blatter,

1995; Perego et al., 2014; Jouvet, 2022). These advanced methods have proven effective in

determining optimal basal friction conditions (e.g., Gagliardini et al., 2013; Morlighem et al., 2013;

Mosbeux et al., 2016) and simultaneously optimizing ice thickness and sliding parameterization

(Goldberg and Heimbach, 2013; Perego et al., 2014; Jouvet, 2022).
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Currently, many models rely on the simplified SIA, which does not account for longitudinal or transverse

stress gradients or other complex mechanisms (Le Meur et al., 2004). One limitation of these models is

that they assume an almost immediate response of glaciers to climate forcing, whereas full-Stokes

models offer a more realistic, delayed, response (Oerlemans, 2008; Jiskoot, 2011). However,

developing the adjoint problem in full-Stokes models is challenging and computationally expensive. As a

result, glaciologists have started exploring the application of deep learning approaches to overcome

these difficulties (Jouvet, 2022).

In the glacier dynamics simulation, I used the inversion of mass conservation method which deduces

the ice thickness from the SIA implemented in Open Global Glacier Model (OGGM) (Maussion et al.,

2019). In this model, the mass conservation approach was inspired from Farinotti et al. (2009), which is

described below.

The method proposed by Farinotti et al. (2009) provides an estimation of the ice thickness distribution

by combining the principles of mass conservation and ice flow mechanics. The flux is converted into ice

thickness using Glen's flow law (Glen, 1955), taking into account the apparent mass balance gradient

derived from the difference between surface mass balance and the rate of ice thickness change. This

method requires specific input data, including the glacier surface topography, glacier outline, flowlines,

ice flow subcatchments, three parameters that define the distribution of the apparent mass balance, and

two parameters that describe the ice flow dynamics.

In agreement to the principle of mass conservation, the mass balance distribution should be balanced

by the divergence of the ice flow and the resulting change in surface elevation, then the ice thickness

can be inferred from the ice fluxes. In the mass conservation (Equation 10) are considers a length (𝑑𝑥)

and height ( ) of an ice column in a longitudinal glacier profile (Figure 7), with a constant ice density ( )ℎ 𝑝

and a plane strain. (Farinotti et al., 2009).

,
∂ℎ
∂𝑡  =  ḃ +  ḃ´ −  ∂𝑞

∂𝑥' Equation 10

where is the rate of ice thickness change, is surface mass balance and is bed mass∂ℎ/∂𝑡 ḃ ḃ´

balance (considered equal zero), and is the specific mass flux. In three-dimensional case, the mass𝑞

conservation equation can be written (Farinotti et al., 2009):

,
∂ℎ
∂𝑡  =  ḃ − ∇

𝑥𝑦
 𝑞
→

 Equation 11
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where is the ice flux divergence. Integrating Equation 11 over the glacier area ( ) leads to using∇
𝑥𝑦

 𝑞
→

Ω

the Gauss’s law:

,  
Ω
∫ ∂ℎ

∂𝑡 𝑑Ω =
Ω
∫ ḃ 𝑑Ω  Equation 12

Then, Farinotti et al. (2009) propose:

, 
Ω
∫ ∇

𝑥𝑦
 𝑞
→

 =  
∂Ω
∫ 𝑞

→
  𝑑𝑛

→
 =  0 Equation 13

where is the normal vector to the glacier outline . Because, the spatial distributions of surface𝑛
→

∂Ω

mass balance ( ) and the rate of ice thickness change (∂h/∂t) are unknown, Farinotti et al. (2009)ḃ

introduce the apparent mass balance variable ( , m w.e. a
−1
), which varies linearly with elevation and𝑏

satisfies:

, 
Ω
∫ 𝑏 𝑑Ω  =

Ω
∫ ḃ 𝑑Ω −  

Ω
∫ ∂ℎ

∂𝑡 𝑑Ω =  
Ω
∫ ḃ − ∂ℎ

∂𝑡  ( ) 𝑑Ω =  0 Equation 14

Being the main advantage of estimating and not and ∂h/∂t separately is that, under the condition in𝑏 ḃ

Equation (14), the integrated mass conservation equation (Equation 12) is fulfilled without the need for

information about the distribution of the surface mass balance and the spatial and temporal variation of

the glacier surface elevation (Farinotti et al., 2009). If the given geometry corresponds to steady state,

is the actual glacier surface mass balance (i.e. observable).𝑏 

Figure 7. Diagram of the concept of mass balance conservation for an ice column in a

longitudinal glacier profile. From Farinotti et al. (2009).
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1.5Recent and future changes of Andean glaciers

1.5.1 Andean glacier characteristics

The Andes cordillera presents different topographic and climatic conditions, which allows a diverse

cryosphere, containing the largest extension of global tropical glaciers (Kaser and Osmaston, 2002),

cold glaciers in the semi-arid region and, in Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, the largest temperate

glacier extension in the southern hemisphere outside Antarctica (Masiokas et al., 2020).

Because the glacier surface mass balance response to the climate (Francou and Vincent, 2015), its

variability through the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM)

plays an important role in glacier mass balance. The ENSO generates the major source of precipitation

interannual variability from the tropical to central Andes. This coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomenon

is characterized by irregular fluctuations (2-7 year periodicity) between warm (El Niño) and cold (La

Niña) (Garreaud et al., 2009). The El Niño episodes are associated with:

- below average precipitation over tropical South America,

- above average precipitation over subtropical South America,

- warmer than the normal air temperature in all latitudes ranges.

Opposite conditions prevail during La Niña episodes (Garreaud et al., 2009). Because of that, in the

tropical Andes, the precipitation deficit and atmospheric warming during El Niño events results in a

strongly negative mass balance (Francou et al., 2003, 2004), while in the Dry Andes during the Niño

event (precipitation increase) glaciers showed a more soft negative mass balance or even positive mass

balance (Rabatel et al., 2011; Ayala et al., 2020). Southward, in the Austral Andes, there is no clear

ENSO signal in precipitation or temperature (Garreaud et al., 2009). In contrast, the Southern Annular

Mode (SAM, e.g., Thompson and Wallace 2000) appears to modulate the air temperature (Gillet et al.,

2006; Garreaud et al., 2009). This region is the only continental surface that intersects the Southern

Westerly Winds (SWW) which is an important wind belt with its core between 50-55°S during summer

(Moreno et al., 2018). The SAM or Antarctic Oscillation describes the movement of the SWW over a

timescale of decades to centuries. During a SAM positive phase there is a poleward expansion of the

band of stronger westerlies weakened at mid-latitudes (between 40 and 50°S) (Moreno et al., 2018a),

presenting warm and dry conditions, whereas a negative phase is related to cold and wet conditions

(Moreno et al., 2018b; Davies et al., 2020).

Considering the extensive glaciological study compilation made by Rabatel et al. (2013) and Masiokas

et al. (2020) in the Andes, they will be the principal references to describe the recent glaciological
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behavior in tropical and extratropical glaciers. The Andean monitored glaciers have been the base to

understand the relationship between the surface mass balance and climate (See Figure 8) in South

America.

1.5.1.1 Tropical glaciers

Over recent decades, observed glacier changes in the inner tropics show a glacierized area reduction in

Venezuela of -87% (1952-2003, - 2 km
2
, Morris et al., 2006), followed by Colombia with an overall

glacier reduction of -36% (1990-2016) (Rabatel et al., 2018). In Ecuador, the results of Jordan et al.

(2005) in the Cotopaxi Volcano (5897 ma.s.l.) showed a decrease of -30% between 1976-1997. While

the surface area of the glaciers on Chimborazo (6268 m a.s.l.) decreased by -57% from 27.7 to 11.8 km
2

(1962-1997) (Caceres, 2010). In Cotopaxi and Antisana volcanoes (5753 m a.s.l.), the loss in surface

area was -37% and -33% (1979-2007), respectively (Caceres, 2010). Recently, a reduction of -42%

(1956-2016, 13.84 km
2
in 2016) was estimated in the Antisana ice cap, founding the strongest mass

loss during 1979–1997 (−0.82 m w.e. yr
−1
) in contrast to recent years (1998–2016, −0.26 m w.e. yr

−1
)

(Basantes-Serrano et al., 2022). In the outer tropics, glaciers in Perú, inventoried since 1962/1975

(2399 km
2
; INAIGEM, 2018) show a glacierized area of 1114 km

2
in 2016, losing -54% between

1962-2016 (INAIGEM, 2018). The northern cordilleras (Blanca, Huallanca, Huayhuash, and Raura) lost

-40% in the same period, whereas the central cordilleras (Huagoruncho, La Viuda, Central,

Huaytapallana and Chonta) showed much larger glacier shrinkage reaching up to -70% surfaces. At

last, in the southern cordilleras (Ampato, Vilcabamba, Urubamba, Huanzo, Chila, La Raya, Vilcanota,

Carabaya and Apolobamba) the glacier surface area loss was -60% (INAIGEM, 2018; Masiokas et al.,

2020). Two recent publications by Seehaus et al. (2019; 2020) estimated a strong glacier area reduction

in Perú and Bolivia of -29% (2000-2016).

Previous reports show that glaciers experienced highly negative mass balance rates from the late 1970s

to the early 2000s (Rabatel et al., 2013), which has continued during the last two decades. Dussaillant

et al. (2019) estimated a geodetic mass balance of -0.42 ± 0.23 m w.e. yr
-1
(2001-2017) for the Outer

tropics (5°S to 17.5°S), where the negative mass balance was observed in the period 2001-2008 (-0.44

± 0.25 m w.e. yr
-1
) was less negative during the second period (-0.38 ± 0.24 m w.e. yr

-1
between 2009

and 2017). Dussaillant et al. (2019) estimated a geodetic mass balance of -0.37 ± 0.25 m w.e. yr
-1

(2001-2016) in the Inner tropics (11°N to 5°S).
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Figure 8. Location and mass balance observations of the Andean monitored glacier from Colombia to Tierra del

Fuego. Glaciers with a long time series of mass balance measurements (>5 years) are presented. Figure

published in Masiokas et al. (2020).

1.5.1.2 Southern Andes glaciers

The climatic differences between the west and east Andes are also reflected in glacier distribution and

size. On the western drier Andes, glaciers cover a total area of 71 km
2
(Barcaza et al., 2017), whereas

the eastern wet Andes exhibit a larger glacierized surface area (217 km
2
; IANIGLA-Conicet, 2018;

Masiokas et al., 2020). In these glaciers found at high elevations, mass balance variability is driven by

the annual precipitation (Rabatel et al., 2011; Masiokas et al., 2016). In the Central Andes, mountains

host a large variety of glaciers (e.g., snowfields/glacierets, mountain glaciers, debris-covered, and rock

glaciers) (Barcaza et al., 2017). This region also includes glaciers that start as clean-ice at high
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elevations and gradually turn into debris-covered surfaces further down, and finally end as rock glaciers

at the lowest zones (Monnier and Kinnard, 2015, 2017; Zalazar et al., 2017; Masiokas et al., 2020). The

glacierized surface area in this region (~1700 km
2
) is concentrated between 3600 and 4000 m a.s.l. and

presents a dominant southeastern orientation (Barcaza et al., 2017; IANIGLA-Conicet and Mayds,

2018).

Glaciers in the Desert Andes show a glacier area reduction of -29% (1955-2007) (Rabatel et al., 2011),

a similar observation was made in the Central Andes by Malmros et al. (2016) in the Olivares basin (-30

± 3%, 1955-2014). However, this glacier reduction is lower in the Aconcagua basin (-20%, 1955-2003,

Bown et al., 2008). In comparison, a detailed analysis of the Juncal Norte glacier presented a smaller

reduction of -14% (1955-2006) (Bown et al., 2008), which could be related to the size of the studied ice

bodies because a smaller one presents an accelerated reduction in comparison to larger one (Rabatel

et al., 2011). In general, glaciers in the Dry Andes have shown a thinning and area reduction during the

last century (Masiokas et al., 2020). The reconstruction of the annual mass balance in Echaurren Norte

glacier shows some periods with positive mass balances and minor glacier advances around the first

decade of the 21st century (Masiokas et al., 2016), where the glacier mass loss pattern is related to the

recent decreasing in precipitation observed in the subtropical region clearly intensified since 2010

(Masiokas et al., 2016; Hugonnet et al., 2021). This phenomenon is called megadrought (Garreaud et

al., 2017). Dussaillant et al. (2019) estimated that over the period 2000/2001-2017 glaciers in the Desert

and Central Andes have experienced moderate thinning rates of -0.12 ± 0.17 and -0.31 ± 0.19 m w.e.

yr
-1
, respectively. However, during the periods 2000-2008 and 2009-2017 the mass balance rate

remained similar in the Desert Andes, but increased during the second period in the Central Andes

(-0.17±0.23 m w.e. yr
-1
related with -0.40±0.21 m w.e. yr

-1
) (Dussaillant et al., 2019; Masiokas et al.,

2020). In addition, MacDonell et al. (2013) estimated in the Desert Andes an ablation by sublimation of

81% (Guanaco glacier, 29°S, 2008-2011).

In the North Patagonian Andes (total glacierized area ~1800 km
2
; Barcaza et al., 2017, Masiokas et al.,

2020), glaciers do not descend below 3000 m a.s.l. at 35°S and their fronts can reach 700 m a.s.l. at

45°S (Barcaza et al., 2017; Zalazar et al., 2017). Here, glaciers are comparatively smaller than those

located further south and are located in volcanoes and high peaks (Masiokas et al., 2020). The South

Patagonian Andes contains a large number of glaciers, outlet glaciers, and icefields, including the

Northern and Southern Patagonian Icefields, and the icefield of Cordillera Darwin located in Tierra del

Fuego. From Masiokas et al. (2020), the Southern Patagonian Icefield covers an area of 12200 km
2
(De

Angelis, 2014; Meier et al., 2018), meanwhile, the Northern Patagonian Icefield 3700 km
2
(Dussaillant et

al., 2018), followed by the Cordillera Darwin 2300 km
2
(Bown et al., 2014). Millan et al. (2022) estimated

an ice volume of 4756 ± 923 km
3
in Northern and Southern Patagonian Icefields. Small ice caps can be
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found at Mount San Lorenzo (140 km
2
; Falaschi et al., 2013) and Gran Campo Nevado (200 km

2
;

Schneider et al., 2007; Weidemann et al., 2013).

The glacier area changes were estimated by many studies considering different latitudes, methods and

periods of time. However, the results agree that generalized glacier growth and frontal advances

culminated in the 19th century (Masiokas et al., 2020). Paul and Moelg (2014) found a total glacier area

reduction of -25% in the North Patagonian Andes (1985-2011, 40.5-44.5°S). Meanwhile, southward

45°S Meier et al. (2018) estimated a mean glacier area reduction of -9 ± 5% (1986-2016). Some

specific large glaciers presented a high frontal retreat between 1945-2005 like the San Rafael glacier

(-5.7 km), the O’Higgins glacier (-11.6 km) and the Marinelli glacier (-12.2 km) (Lopez et al., 2010). It

has to be noted some advancing trends in the Pío XI glacier (Hata and Sugiyama, 2021) and Garibaldi

glacier (Melkonian et al., 2013), showing the Perito Moreno glacier a stable frontal position with

short-term advances and retreats during the last century (Minowa et al., 2015). In general, the recent

acceleration of mass loss since the Little Ice Age was confirmed by Meier et al. (2018), because the

glacier area loss southward 45°S was -0.10 ± 0.04% yr
-1
until 1986, increasing to -0.33 ± 0.28% yr

-1

between 1986-2005 and to -0.25±0.50% yr
-1
for the period 2005-2016. Recent global estimates suggest

that Southern Andes contributed 8% (2000-2019) of the global mass loss (Hugonnet et al., 2021). For

this region, Dussaillant et al. (2019) estimated a mass balance of -0.75 ± 0.23 m w.e. yr
-1
(2000-2016),

where the negative mass balance was reduced between the first to the second decades from the 2000s

(-0.72 ± 0.26 m w.e. yr
-1
in the period 2000-2008 and -0.69 ± 0.25 m w.e. yr

-1
in the period 2010-2017).

These increase in negative mass balance during the second period is observed between the Desert

Andes to North Patagonia.

Schaefer et al. (2015) modeled the surface mass balance for the entire Southern Patagonian Icefield

estimating an average annual accumulation of 67.7 km
3
and a mean ice surface melt of 36.5 km

3

(1975-2011), with a strong increase in annual ice mass losses due to calving between 1975-2000 and

2000-2011 (changing from 44.4 to 61.3 km
3
of ice). However, Collao-Barrios et al. (2018) applied a

physically based model to estimate the glacier dynamic of the San Rafael glacier (Northern Patagonian

Icefield) founding a slightly positive mass balance (0.08 ± 0.06 Gt yr
-1
) between 2000-2012, suggesting

that previous mass balance estimations over the entire glacier were higher due to an overestimation in

the accumulation area (e.g. Schaefer et al., 2013 and Koppes et al., 2011). In a recent study by Minowa

et al. (2021), the largest glaciers in the Northern and Southern Patagonian Icefields were investigated.

Their findings indicate that ablation due to calving constitutes approximately one-fifth of the total mass

loss in the Northern Patagonian Icefield (NPI), while in the Southern Patagonian Icefield (SPI), the mass

loss by calving is half of the total mass loss. In this region, limitations in glacier dynamic and mass
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balance estimations are due to in situ data lack (e.g., precipitation/accumulation in the upper zones,

temperature/melt patterns, and calving fluxes and dynamics) (Masiokas et al., 2020).

1.5.2 Projections of Andean glaciers throughout the 21st century

The majority of knowledge regarding future glacier changes in the Andes is derived from global

simulations that provide estimations of glacier volume changes throughout the 21st century (e.g.,

Marzeion et al., 2012; Radic and Hock, 2014; Huss and Hock, 2015; Rounce et al., 2023). These

studies demonstrate consistent estimates of mass loss in the Tropical Andes (approximately -98 ± 13%

for RCP 8.5, CMIP5 models). However, there is a wider range of results for the southern Andes, which

encompasses the largest glacierized area. Mass loss in this region varies from -44 ± 14% to -68 ± 20%

(Table 1) (Huss and Hock, 2015; Rounce et al., 2023).

In addition to global simulations, there are also local studies that simulate future glacier changes across

specific regions of the Andes. These studies focus on glaciers in countries such as Colombia, Ecuador,

Peru, Bolivia, and Chile (e.g., Frans et al., 2015; Réveillet et al., 2015; Yarleque et al., 2018; Vuille et al.,

2018; Rabatel et al., 2018; Scheiter et al., 2021). Furthermore, investigations have been conducted on

glaciers in the Patagonian icefields (e.g., Schaefer et al., 2013; Bravo et al., 2021). In the tropical

Andes, Vuille et al. (2018) found that the Antizana Glacier (located at 0°S in the inner tropics) is more

susceptible to warming throughout the 21st century compared to the Zongo Glacier (16°S in the outer

tropics). Projections for the Zongo Glacier indicate volume losses ranging from -40 ± 7% to -89 ± 4%

between 2010 and 2100, depending on the selected Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP)

(Réveillet et al., 2015). However, no studies have been conducted in the Dry Andes. For the Wet Andes,

Scheiter et al. (2021) projected an ice volume loss between -56% and -97%, depending on the RCP, in

the Mocho Choshuenco glacier until 2100. Regarding the Patagonian icefields, Schaefer et al. (2013)

reported a significant increase in ablation from 2050 onwards in the Northern Patagonian Icefield,

accompanied by a reduction in solid precipitation from 2080 onwards due to higher temperatures. In a

comparison of simulations for the period 2005-2050 with the historical period 1976-2005, Bravo et al.

(2021) estimated a larger reduction in mass balance ranging from -1.5 to -1.9 m w.e. yr
-1
for the

Northern Patagonian Icefield, in contrast to the Southern Patagonian Icefield (-1.1 to -1.5 m w.e. yr
-1
).
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Table 1 Summary of the global estimations of glacier volume change from 2010 to 2100 in the Tropical and Southern Andes.

References Period RCP
Tropical Andes

(low latitudes)
Southern Andes

Huss and Hock, 2015 2010-2100
2.6 -78 ± 9% -10 ± 8%

8.5 -98 ± 0% -44 ± 14%.

Marzeion et al. (2012) from Huss

et al., 2017
2010-2100 4.5 -94 ± 7% -

Giesen and Oerlemans (2013)

from Huss et al., 2017
2010-2100 4.5 -66 ± 18% -

Radic et al. (2014) from Huss et

al., 2017
2010-2100 4.5 -82 ± 5% -

Huss and Hock (2015) from Huss

et al., 2017
2010-2100 4.5 -79 ± 9% -

Rounce et al. (2023) 2015-2100
2.6 -69 ± 25% -38 ± 15%

8.5 -98 ± 13% -68 ± 20%

1.6Historical and future glacier runoff contribution
to the Andean catchments

During the dry season, the melting of glaciers in the region spanning from Peru-Bolivia to central

Chile-Argentina plays a vital role as a freshwater source for various purposes such as human

consumption, ecosystems, industrial activities and hydropower generation (Masiokas et al., 2013;

Soruco et al., 2015; Dangles et al., 2017; Schoolmeester et al., 2018; Ayala et al., 2020). Notably, the

hydrological significance of glaciers in the Dry Andes is higher compared to the Wet Andes, which

receives abundant precipitation (Masiokas et al., 2019).

Although the estimation of glacier runoff and glacier contributions (volume of streamflow from glaciers

related to the total catchment streamflow) has been limited to a few catchments across the Andes, a

global study conducted by Huss and Hock (2018) focused on 12 Andean catchments during the period

from 1980 to 2099. Until 2020, Huss and Hock (2018) estimated an increase in glacier runoff in the

Tropical and Dry Andes. However, in the Wet Andes, some catchments showed no change in glacier

runoff, while others experienced either a reduction or an increase. Future projections indicate that

glacier runoff (including ice and snow melt as well as rainfall on glaciers) during the austral summer will

generally increase in most catchments until 2050, followed by a subsequent reduction in all catchments

except the Santa Cruz catchment. Figure 9 shows Peak Water (PW) estimations in 12 catchments.

Huss and Hock (2018) identified past PW in the Inner tropics (2 catchments), with a PW between

2011-2046 in the Outer tropics (4 catchments). In the Dry Andes, PW is near 2010 ± 24 (in 2

catchments in western side of Andes), whereas in the Wet Andes, the PW is between 2003 ± 11 to
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2096 ± 24 (in 4 catchments). In the Wet Andes the PW occurs in the past across the northern area of

this region on both sides of the Andes.

In the Tropical Andes, the annual glacier contribution was estimated to be approximately 12% in the Río

Santa catchment (9°S) (Mark and Seltzer, 2003) and around 15% in the La Paz catchment (16°S)

(Soruco et al., 2015). In the glacier Zongo catchment, a projected reduction in discharges of about 25%

annually and 57% during the dry season under the RCP4.5 scenario is estimated by 2100 (Frans et al.,

2015). Moving to the Dry Andes, the Huasco (29°S), Aconcagua (33°S), and Maipo (34°S) catchments

exhibited glacier contributions ranging from 3% to 23%, depending on the catchment size (241-4843

km
2
) (Gascoin et al., 2011; Ragettli and Pellicciotti, 2012; Ayala et al., 2020). In the Wet Andes, larger

glaciers have been found to contribute a significant amount of meltwater to the Baker catchment

(Dussaillant et al., 2012). However, Huss and Hock (2018) did not observe any significant changes in

glacier runoff in this basin between 1980 and 2000.

Figure 9. Peak water in 12 Andean glacierized basins throughout the 21st century. Colors show the modeled year of peak

water (0.5 × 0.5° grid cells) computed from 11-year moving averages of annual glacier runoff (snow/ice melt and rainfall

on glaciers). Peak water is also shown with grey scales for all basins. The results refer to runoff from the initially

glacierized area based on a mean of 14 GCMs (RCP4.5). The glacierized surface area in percentage by basin is below

the basin names. The figure is taken from Huss and Hock (2018).
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2.Materials and Methods
This section describes the data, procedure, statistical analysis and simulations carried out during my

thesis and used in the three published Articles, a 4th Article in progress to be published (see sections

3.5 and 5.4) and lastly the analysis of geodetic mass balance and glacier area variation, as well as,

simulations using the HBV-IANIGLA tool (not considered to be published). The results that are not

considered in any of the Articles will be described in more detail in this section (2.1.2.2 and 2.3.2) in

comparison with published articles and the last one in progress, because the Articles can be found in

Part II.

The subsections are detailed as follows and summarized in Figure 10: i) data and preprocessing:

climate, glaciological and hydrological data; ii) statistical methods and data analysis: traditional and

machine learning models; and iii) glaciological and hydrological models.

Figure 10. Brief description of materials and methods used in this Thesis to analyze the change in glaciers and glacier

runoff across the Andes between 1980 to 2099.
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2.1Data and preprocessing
Table 2 exhibits the main data used to analyze and to run the models to know the changes in glaciers

and glacier runoff across the Andes. The data and preprocessing are described below.

2.1.1 In situ data and curation

2.1.1.1 Temperature and precipitation measurements

In situ measurements from 35 meteorological stations were used (Rabatel et al., 2011; MacDonell et al.,

2013; Schaefer et al., 2017; CECs, 2018; Shaw et al., 2020; Hernández et al., 2021; CEAZA, 2022;

DGA, 2022; GLACIOCLIM, 2022; IANIGLA, 2022; Mateo et al., 2022; Senamhi, 2022). Mean monthly

air temperature and precipitation variables were measured in locations near or on glaciers (see Table S1

in Article n°3). These data were used to quantify local vertical annual temperature lapse rates across

the Andes, correct the TerraClimate temperature and to evaluate the corrected TerraClimate data of

temperature (see Table S2 and Figure S2 in Article n°3). The algorithm was written in the R

programming language.

2.1.1.2 Glaciological observations

In situ measurements of surface mass balance from 15 monitored glaciers since 2000 were compiled

(e.g., Marangunic et al., 2021; WGMS, 2021) (see Table S4 in Article n°3). These data were used to

evaluate the simulated mass balance. On the other hand, accumulation data from 10 glaciers (between

5°N to 55°S) were used to correct the precipitation variable from TerraClimate (see datails in Table S4

of Supplementary Information of Article n°3). The precipitation correction considered a match between

the standard deviation of the simulated annual mass balance and the standard deviation of the

observed mass balance (see Tables S3, S4 and S5 in Article n°3). The algorithm was written in the R

programming language.

2.1.1.3 Hydrological records

River discharge records were compiled for the La Paz (Soruco et al., 2015), Maipo and Baker

catchments (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2018) located in Bolivia and Chile, respectively. In Article n°3,

these records were used to estimate the glacier contribution, considering the glacier runoff simulation

only.
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2.1.2 Regional and global datasets

2.1.2.1 Climate reanalysis and global circulation models

TerraClimate dataset

The TerraClimate dataset (TC) (Abatzoglou et al., 2018) were used in all the Articles related to this

Ph.D. Thesis. The variables such as mean, maximum, minimum temperatures, precipitation and solar

radiation were processed at annual and monthly time-steps for the period 1980-2019 for the Article n°1.

For Article n°2, the TC dataset considered monthly variables of mean temperature, maximum

temperature, minimum temperature and precipitation (snowfall and rainfall are considered together).

The mean temperature and total precipitation were corrected and evaluated (only temperature) in the

Article n°3 using in situ data.

Climate reanalysis datasets

Global climate data such as CHIRPS, ERA5-Land and CRU Ts4.0 and regional data like CR2met 2.0

and SENAMHI HSR PISCO were explored and some of them were used to run the glaciological models.

However, some dataset were discarded considering following criteria: Latitudinal range, spatial

resolution and variables values. For instance, the CR2met 2.0 (Chile and Andean Argentina) and

SENAMHI HSR PISCO (Perú) do not extend across the entire Andes, and CHIRPS reaches 50°S (only

precipitation). ERA5-Land (0.08°x0.08° lat long) and CRU Ts4.0 (0.5°x0.5° lat long) have an intermean

spatial resolution. A quick comparison of the absolute values of the variables (temperature and

precipitation) between ERA5-Land and Terraclimate with in situ data in the Dry and Wet Andes, allowed

us to choose the TerraClimate data set, since the annual precipitation is better represented than in

ERA5-Land, mainly near the Patagonian icefields. In addition, TerraClimate has a high spatial resolution

(1/24° lat long, ~4 km).

Global circulation models (GCMs)

Temperature and precipitation in two scenarios of eight GCMs simulations from CMIP6 (see Table S1 in

Article n°3) were analyzed, considering the Almazroui et al. (2021) assessment for TerraClimate in

South America and the global evaluation of warmer models from Hausfather et al. (2022) and Tokarska

et al. (2020). The climate models are: CESM2, FGOALS-f3-L, NorESM2-MM, MPI-ESM1-2-HR,

INM-CM4-8, INM-CM5-0, CAMS-CSM1-0 and GFDL-ESM4. The analysis comprises three steps: 1)

perform a statistical downscaling of GCMs data for the historical period using the corrected TerraClimate

data as a reference; 2) calculate annual, seasonal and monthly metrics to compare the GCMs data and

the corrected TerraClimate data for the historical period; and 3) identify the changes in climate variables
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between the historical and future periods (Details can be seen in section Data and Methodology of

Article n°4 found in section 5.4). The GCMs output data were gathered for each glacier, however, the

analysis was performed at the glaciological region scale, where climate characteristics vary substantially

(Caro et al., 2021). Details can be seen in Article n°3.

2.1.2.2 Glaciological datasets

Glacier inventories

Three types of glacier inventories were used: national glacier inventories, global inventories and

multitemporal glacier inventories. In Article n°1, the national glacier inventory version 2015 between

17.6-55.4°S of Chile (DGA, 2015). In Article n°2, the national glacier inventories made by the Andean

countries were collected from Perú, Bolivia, Chile and Argentina (ANA, 2014; DGA, 2014;

IANIGLA-CONICET and Mayds, 2018). Other inventories were compiled from published studies and the

international GLIMS initiative (all inventories are described in Table 1 of Article n°2 found in section 5.2).

From the most recent glacier inventories in the Andean countries and the Seehaus et al. (2020) glacier

inventory in Bolivia, I merged the national glacier inventories (NGIs) which do not consider rock glaciers

and glaciers considered fully debris-covered. In Article n°3, I used the NGIs and the Randolph Glacier

Inventory version 6.0 (RGI Consortium, 2017). The RGI v6.0 was filtered using the NGIs, getting a total

glacierized surface area of 30943 km
2
(filtering 633 km

2
), and excluding the calving glaciers. Glacier

extent in the RGI v6.0 is representative of the early 2000s.

Glacier area variations (GAV) dataset

A multi-temporal glacier surface area dataset was created using the glacier surface area information

obtained from the inventories compiled in Article n°2 (see in section 5.2). For each glacier identified in

the National Glacier Inventories (NGIs), the linear variation in area between 1980 and 2019 was

calculated. The specific criteria used for selecting the glaciers on which this approach was applied can

be found in Article n°2, which covers 4865 glaciers across the Andes spanning from 8°S to 55°S for the

period from 1950 to 2019.

Following the subsequent procedures, the glacier area variation data (GAV), which is available for some

glaciers, was extrapolated to the entire number of glaciers identified in the NGIs based on their glacier

area by glaciological zones. Here are the steps involved: i) The glaciers from the NGIs, which

encompass all glaciers, were grouped according to their areas into five quintiles (each quintile

representing 20% of the glaciers). Within each quintile, the minimum and maximum areas were

determined, along with the median area. ii) Glaciers with available GAV data were also grouped based

on the area quintiles determined in the previous step. For each quintile of glacier area, the minimum and
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maximum areas, as well as the median area, were identified. iii) By considering the distribution of glacier

areas across quintiles for all glaciers in the NGIs and the subset of glaciers with GAV data (which

represents a smaller number of glaciers), the distribution of area was assessed for each glaciological

zone. This evaluation was conducted using Pearson's correlation and mean differences of area (bias).

iv) Finally, the GAV data obtained from a subset of glaciers were extrapolated to all glaciers within each

glaciological zone, based on the area quintile ranges. This allowed for the estimation of glacier area

variations at a broader scale. The algorithms used for these procedures were implemented in the R

programming language. For a more comprehensive understanding of the evaluation of GAV at the

cluster scale, please refer to section 3.5.

Glacier mass balance (GMB) from elevation differences

The change in glacier surface elevation was collected from Dussaillant et al. (2019) and Hugonnet et al.,

(2021). In Article n°2, the average glacier-wide annual mass balance for each glacier was recalculated

for the period 2000-2018 from Dussaillant et al. (2019). The NGIs (8-55°S) were used to estimate the

geodetic mass balance per glacier, considering a cell size ∼30×30 m and a glacier ice density of 900 kg

m
3
(Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Meanwhile, the Hugonnet et al. (2021) dataset was used in Article n°3

and for the analysis that has not been published to run the HBV-IANIGLA tool. In Article n°3, the

Hugonnet et al. (2021) data was used to calibrate the simulated mass balance in the OGGM model. For

the analysis that has not been published, the geodetic mass balance to calibrate the surface mass

balance simulated in the HBV-IANIGLA tool (GMB, Equation 15) was estimated. This estimation,

considering glacier outlines from NGIs, comprises the period January 2000 to December 2019, a

weighted surface area of each grid ~100x100 m and a glacier ice density of 900 kg m
3
(Cuffey &

Paterson, 2010).

,  𝐺𝑀𝐵 =
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑ 𝑚𝑏
𝑖
 Equation 15

where is the mass balance in a grid. The GMB uncertainty per glacier was estimated using the𝑚𝑏
𝑖
 

random error methodology (Brun et al., 2017), where a 300 m buffer from glacier outlines was

considered to estimate the uncertainty on the elevation change related with off glacier ground. The

uncertainty on the density is 50 kg m
-3
(Results in section 3.5). The algorithms were written in the R

programming language.

Glacier volume
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The global glacier ice thickness product by Farinotti et al. (2019) and based on the mass conservation

and shallow ice approximation was used for each glacier of the RGI v6.0. This product ensembled the

outputs of five different models to get ice thickness distribution on 215000 glaciers outside the

Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. Farinotti et al. (2019) data allow us to calibrate the parameters of

the simulated ice thickness in the OGGM model (see section 2.3.1).

2.1.2.3 Glaciological, Meteorological, Hydrological products

For Article n°3 (see section 5.3), the HydroSHEDS catchments level 9 data (Lehner et al., 2006) were

compiled. We considered catchments representing >= 0.01 % of glacierized surface area (3236-20 km
2
,

11°N-55°S). This data was used to compile the simulation of the glacier mass balance, glacier dynamic

and glacier runoff at the catchment scale. In addition, these catchments were associated with the

glaciological zones described in Article n°2.

Table 2 Summary of in situ and regional/global datasets as well as preprocessing data.

Name/acronym of data Description Reference

In situ

data

Temperature and

precipitation

Point measurements in meteorological stations.

Monthly mean temperature and total precipitation.

Data from 35 meteorological stations located

between 9°S to 51°S and 220 to 5300 m a.s.l.

Rabatel et al., 2011; MacDonell et al., 2013;

Schaefer et al., 2017; CECs, 2018; Shaw et

al., 2020; Hernández et al., 2021; CEAZA,

2022; DGA, 2022; GLACIOCLIM, 2022;

IANIGLA, 2022; Mateo et al., 2022; Senamhi,

2022

Glacier surface

mass balance

Measurements in 15 glaciers considering

hydrological years since 2000. Glaciers located

between 5°N and 55°S

Marangunic et al., 2021; WGMS, 2021

River discharge

records

Point measurements from hydrological stations at

monthly time step. Data related to La Paz (16°S),

Maipo (33°S) and Baker basin (47°S) between

1990 and 2019

Soruco et al., 2015; Alvarez-Garreton et al.,

2018

Regional

and

global

data

Corrected

TerraClimate

temperature (cTCp)

and precipitation

(cTCp) and data

without correction

Spatial resolution of 1/24° lat long (~4 km) at a

monthly time step. Global data of precipitation and

maximum and minimum temperature

Abatzoglou et al., 2018

https://www.climatologylab.org/terraclimate.ht

ml

CHIRPS

Spatial resolution of 0.05 lat long at 6-hourly to

3-monthly aggregates time step. Data of

precipitation northward 50°S

https://data.chc.ucsb.edu/products/CHIRPS-2.

0/

ERA5-Land

Spatial resolution of 0.1° lat long (~9 km) and

monthly time step. Global data of precipitation and

mean temperature

https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dat

aset/reanalysis-era5-land-monthly-means?tab

=form

CRU Ts4.0

Spatial resolution of 0.5° lat long and monthly time

step. Global data of precipitation and mean

temperature

https://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/uuid/edf8febfdaad

48abb2cbaf7d7e846a86

CR2met 2.0

Spatial resolution of 0.05° lat long (~5 km) at

monthly time step. Data of precipitation and mean

temperature across the Chile

https://www.cr2.cl/downloads/cr2met/

SENAMHI HSR

PISCO

Spatial resolution of 0.05° lat long (~5 km) at

monthly time step. Data of precipitation across the

Perú

https://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.SEN

AMHI/.HSR/.PISCO/index.html?Set-Language

=es#info

GCMs from CMIP6

Different spatial resolutions at monthly time step

Global data of precipitation and mean temperature.

CESM2, FGOALS-f3-L, NorESM2-MM,

MPI-ESM1-2-HR, INM-CM4-8, INM-CM5-0,

CAMS-CSM1-0 and GFDL-ESM4 models

https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dat

aset/projections-cmip6?tab=form
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National glacier

inventories of the

Andean countries

(NGIs)

Inventories from Perú, Bolivia, Argentina and Chile

with information between 2000 to 2015

ANA 2014; Seehaus et al., 2020; DGA 2014;

IANIGLA-CONICET 2018; Zalazar et al., 2020

Multitemporal

glacier inventories

Regional, national and global inventories from

Perú, Bolivia, Argentina and Chile with information

between 1955 to 2018

Hidrandina S.A., 1989; INAIGEM, 2018;

Soruco et al., 2009; Marangunic, 1979;

Caviedes, 1979; Valdivia, 1984; Garín, 1987;

Casassa et al., 2002; Möller et al., 2007;

Vivero, 2008; DGA, 2011; Rivera & Bown,

2013; Barcaza et al., 2017; García et al., 2017;

Malmros et al., 2016; AMTC, 2019; Meier et

al., 2018; GLIMS, Raup et al., 2007

Randolph glacier

inventory v6.0

(RGIv6.0)

Global glacier inventory with information close to

years 2000-2003 in the Andes
https://www.glims.org/RGI/

Glacier surface

elevation changes

and Glacier mass

balance

Surface changes in period 2000-2018 (∼30×30 m)
from Dussaillant et al. (2019) and in period

2000-2019 (~100x100 m) from Hugonnet et al.

(2021)

Dussaillant et al., 2019; Hugonnet et al., 2021

Glacier ice

thickness

Data for 215000 glaciers outside the Greenland

and Antarctic ice sheets considering glaciers from

the RGIv6.0

Farinotti et al., 2019

Catchments Global data from HydroSHEDS level 9

Lehner et al., 2006

https://www.hydrosheds.org/products/hydrobas

ins

2.2Statistical methods and analysis

2.2.1 Traditional statistical analysis

Pearson’s correlation coefficient and linear regressions were used to estimate the strength and the sign

of the relationship between two variables and to predict the value of a variable (or multiple) based on

another variable. The variance was used to determine how far each value is from the mean and from

every other value of the variable. The statistical significance was checked through the p-value and the

data dispersion was estimated using the standard deviation. The ability to predict the target value in

linear models (accuracy) was estimated using the root mean squared error (RMSE), and the mean

differences between variable values was estimated using the bias. In the glacier runoff, the

Nash-Sutcliffe (NS) and Kling-Gupta efficiency scores (KGE) were estimated (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970;

Gupta et al., 2009).

2.2.2Machine learning analysis

This section describes the machine learning method used to identify the explanatory variables of the

glacier change and to a group of catchments with similar morphometric and climate variables. The

algorithms were written in the R programming language.
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2.2.2.1 LASSO

The Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator algorithm (LASSO) (Tibshirani, 1996) was used

in the Article n°2, using as inputs the morphometric (e.g., area and elevation) and climate variables

(e.g., monthly precipitation and temperature) by glacier extracted from the national glacier inventories,

the TerraClimate dataset, the glacier area variation (GAV, 1980-2019) and the glacier mass balance

(GMB, 2000-2018). The LASSO algorithm discarded morphometric and climate variables that do not

explain a sufficient amount of variance of the GAV and GMB inside each watershed (n = 274). Here, the

root mean square error (RMSE) was used to evaluate the results and the p-value test from the multiple

linear regression method to evaluate the statistical significance of the selected variables by the LASSO

algorithm.

2.2.2.2 Clustering

The cluster analysis was performed in Article n°1 and n°2 by means of the k-medoids technique using

the Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) algorithm (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2008). In Article n°1, the

glacier cluster analysis was applied at the glacier scale considering climate and topographical variables

of the glaciers, whereas in Article n°2 the clusters were performed using climate and morphometric

variables relevant to the glacier change at the catchment scale. In addition, the sensitivity of the

watersheds to cluster assignment by the PAM algorithm was evaluated by removing variables (by unit

and groups) and by changing the variable values.

2.3Glaciological and hydrological models
Two numerical models were tested to simulate glacier mass balance as well as glacier runoff. We tested

the implemented OGGM model (Maussion et al., 2019 ) and the modular HBV-IANIGLA tool (Toum et

al., 2021). The principal differences between these models are their modular structure and simulated

process. For example, the OGGM model is completely implemented, where calibration procedures are

included, conversely, the HBV-IANIGLA tool does not have a modular structure implemented. Regarding

the process, OGGM is a glaciological model that simulates mass balance and dynamics, whereas the

HBV-IANIGLA is a hydrological tool with a glaciological module that simulates the mass balance only.

Despite these differences, due to the hydrological objectives that each model looks to simulate, both

models were implemented at the Andes scale, but only the results from OGGM were published (see

Article n°3 and n°4 in sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively).
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2.3.1 OGGM

The OGGM is a modular and open-source numerical workflow that contains enough input data to

simulate glacier mass balance and ice dynamics using calibrated parameter values for each glacier

(Maussion et al., 2019). Its temporal configuration is a monthly time step. The required input data are:

air temperature and precipitation time series, glacier outlines and surface topography for specific years.

From these inputs, annual output like the surface mass balance, glacier volume and area and monthly

glacier melt (snow and ice) and rainfall on the glacier can be obtained (Figure 1 in Article n°3 in section

5.1). The workflow consists in using a glacier outline and topography to estimate flow lines and

catchments per glacier. Mass balance is estimated using a precipitation phase partitioning and a

temperature index approach (Braun and Renner, 1992; Hock, 2003; Marzeion et al., 2012). Assuming a

bed shape, it estimates the ice thickness based on mass conservation and shallow ice approximation

(Farinotti et al., 2009) per glacier. Then, area, volume and glacier runoff per glacier can be determined.

The calibration of mass balance and volume are performed using the Hugonnet et al. (2021) and

Farinotti et al. (2019) datasets.

In the Articles n°3 and n°4 the corrected TerraClimate (temperature and precipitation) were

implemented, the calibration of simulated mass balance was made for the period 2000-2019 and the

evaluations of the simulated mass balance in 15 monitored glaciers (Methodological details can be

found in sections 5.3 and 5.4). During the historical period, the OGGM performance was observed and

evaluated in several places across the Andes and specifically in the La Paz, Maipo and Baker

catchments. In addition, the OGGM performance was tested using the CRU, ERA 5 and CR2met 2.5 as

climate forcings in Chilean catchments and specific Andean glaciers. I edited the original OGGM

algorithms associated with historical and future climate using the Python programming language,

whereas the analysis was performed using the R and Python programming languages.

2.3.1.1 Surface mass balance simulation

The mass balance is implemented using a precipitation phase partitioning and a temperature index

approach (Braun and Renner, 1992; Hock, 2003; Marzeion et al., 2012). The monthly mass balance

at an elevation z is calculated as follows:(𝑚𝑏
𝑖
)

𝑚𝑏
𝑖
 (𝑧) = 𝑇𝐶

𝑝𝑖
𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑤(𝑧) * 𝑃

𝑓 
− 𝑀

𝑓
* 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑐𝑇𝐶

𝑡𝑖 
(𝑧) − 𝑇

𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 
,  0),  Equation 16

Where is the TerraClimate solid precipitation before being scaled by the precipitation𝑐𝑇𝐶
𝑝𝑖
𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑤

correction factor ( ), is the temperature of ice/snow melt factor, is the monthly corrected𝑃
𝑓 

𝑀
𝑓

𝑐𝑇𝐶
𝑡𝑖 
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TerraClimate temperature, and is the monthly air temperature above which ice melt is assumed to𝑇
𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 

occur (from 0°C to 2.1 °C). is calculated as a fraction of the total precipitation ( ) where𝑇𝐶
𝑝𝑖
𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑤 𝑇𝐶

𝑝𝑖

100% is obtained if <= (defined 0°C in the Dry and Wet Andes and 2.1°C in the Tropical𝑐𝑇𝐶
𝑡𝑖 

𝑇
𝑖
𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑤

Andes) and 0% if <= (defined 2°C in the Dry and Wet Andes and 4.1°C in the Tropical𝑐𝑇𝐶
𝑡𝑖 

𝑇
𝑖
𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

Andes), using a linear regression between these temperature thresholds to obtain the solid/liquid

precipitation fraction. Here, was calibrated for each glacier individually using the previously𝑀
𝑓

described glacier volume change datasets (Hugonnet et al., 2021).

2.3.1.2 Glacier volume simulation

Here, I describe the ice thickness simulation. The way OGGM estimates the glacier thickness was

inspired from Farinotti et al. (2009), where the ice creep parameter (A or Glen A parameter) was

calibrated using the data of glacier volume provided by Farinotti et al. (2017). OGGM comprises

explicitly just the 1st ice process internal deformation, which was described in section 1.4.3.2. In OGGM,

the flux of ice ( , m
3
s
−1
) through a cross section of area (m

2
) is estimated like (Maussion et al., 2019):𝑞 𝑆

,𝑞 = 𝑢𝑆 Equation 17

where is the average velocity (m s
−1
). Using an estimate for and obtained from the physics of ice𝑢 𝑢 𝑞

flow and the mass balance, and the local ice thickness (m) can be computed relying on some𝑆 ℎ

assumptions about the bed geometry. can be assumed with a parabolic ( , where is the𝑆 𝑆 = 2
3  ℎ𝑤 𝑤

glacier width) or rectangular ( ) bed shape. Here, a parabolic bed shape is used (Figure 11).𝑆 = ℎ𝑤

Figure 11. Example of a cross section area and lowline along the Hinereisferner glacier.

Reference from OGGM project in Ice dynamics flowline model (default) — OGGM

1.6.1.dev1+ge3eedfe.d20230310 documentation
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The depth-integrated ice velocity is estimated using the SIA (Hutter, 1981, 1983) as a function of the

basal shear stress ( ):𝜏

,𝑢 = 𝑢
𝑑

+ 𝑢
𝑠

=  𝑓
𝑑  

ℎ𝜏𝑛 + 𝑓
𝑠  

𝜏𝑛

ℎ Equation 18

where and are the ice velocity for ice deformation and basal sliding, respectively, and is the𝑢
𝑑

𝑢
𝑠

𝑛

exponent of Glen’s flow law ( = 3). comprise the shape factor or deformation parameter𝑛 𝑓
𝑑

= 2𝐴
𝑛 + 2

that represents a fraction of the basal/lateral drag ( in Equation 7) and is related to Glen’s𝑐
𝐼

𝐴

parameter (Oerlemans, 1997). Meanwhile, the sliding parameter ( ) which represent the effect of basal𝑓
𝑑

water on sliding is not modeled explicitly (Equation 8). is the ice creep parameter (s
−1
Pa

−3
) and is𝐴 𝜏

the basal shear stress

,𝜏 = 𝑝𝑔ℎα Equation 19

where is the ice density (900 kg m
−3
), is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s

−2
), and is the𝑝 𝑔 α

surface slope along the flow line (Maussion et al., 2019).

If it is consider a point on the flow line and the catchment area upstream of this point, massΩ

conservation implies:

,  𝑞 =
Ω
∫ ḃ − 𝑝 ∂ℎ

∂𝑡  ( ) 𝑑𝐴 =  
Ω
∫ 𝑏 𝑑𝐴 Equation 20

where is the mass balance (kg m
−2

s
−1
) and is the apparent mass balance fromḃ 𝑏 =  𝑝∂ℎ/∂𝑡

Farinotti et al. (2009). If the glacier is in steady state, the apparent mass balance is equivalent to the

actual mass balance (observable). In the non steady state case ∂h/∂t is unknown, it is necessary to

integrate (and delay) mass balance responsible for the flux of ice through a section of the glacier at

Ω
∫ ḃ

a certain time (Maussion et al., 2019).

OGGM cannot resolve the transient problem, because of that, a steady state is assumed ( ),𝑏 = ḃ

allowing a direct use of the equilibrium mass balance satisfying (Maussion et al.,𝑏 (𝑡 *) ∫ 𝑏 =  0

2019). Then, the ice flux ( ) is done by integrating the equilibrium mass balance along the flow line of𝑞

the glacier. In this process, the tributaries contribute positively to the flux at the last point on their flow
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lines, which is then transferred downstream. In the model configuration, starts at zero and gradually𝑞

increases along the main flow line, reaching its maximum at the ELA. From there, it decreases towards

zero at the glacier tongue (Maussion et al., 2019).

The OGGM is capable of reproducing the volume and related thickness of glaciers, which are sensitive

to the value of the creep parameter . Smaller values of are expected for colder glaciers, as the ice𝐴 𝐴

becomes stiffer and the glacier tends to be thicker. Conversely, larger values of are associated with𝐴

temperate glaciers, where the ice is softer and the glacier tends to be thinner. A numerical experiment

demonstrated that including sliding in the model leads to a significant reduction in thickness because

both sliding and the ice rheology parameter ( ) control the computed ice flux ( ). On the other hand,𝐴 𝑞

incorporating lateral bed stresses in the model results in a decrease in ice velocity and an increase in

ice volume (Maussion et al., 2019).

2.3.1.3 Calibration of surface mass balance in OGGM

Surface mass balance is calibrated on a glacier-by-glacier basis using average geodetic observations

from January 1 of 2000 to January 1 of 2020, as reported by Hugonnet et al., 2021. Prior to this

calibration step, parameters such as precipitation factor, temperature lapse rate, thresholds for solid or

liquid precipitation, and temperature for the onset of melting are determined (more details in section

Data and methods of Article n°3 in section 5.3). Just the melt factor parameter (Equation 16) is

calibrated with the average geodetic observations over the reference period.

The iterative procedure involves the following steps: i) The monthly specific mass balance along the

glacier flowlines is estimated, resulting in an annual modeled mass balance. This allows for the

determination of specific mass balance at various elevations. ii) The average mass balance is then

computed for the entire reference period using the annual mass balance values obtained in the previous

step. iii) The average modeled mass balance is compared with the observed mass balance during the

reference period. If they match, the melt factor parameter is saved. If they do not match, the monthly

specific mass balance is recalculated with a new melt factor parameter value.

2.3.1.4 Calibration of glacier ice thickness in OGGM

Considering Equation 20, when a glacier is in a steady state, the apparent mass balance is equal to the

actual mass balance. However, in reality, glaciers are often not in a steady state, and the actual mass

balance is not known. To overcome this limitation and continue the analysis, it is common to make the

assumption that the glacier geometry is in equilibrium (Maussion et al., 2019). This assumption implies

that the glacier is neither advancing nor retreating because the input (accumulation) and output

(ablation) of mass are balanced.
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To address the challenge of estimating the mass balance when the actual values are not known, OGGM

employs a method of creating an artificial mass balance profile. OGGM achieves this by introducing a

bias to the mass balance profile observed between 2000 and 2020. The bias is applied in such a way

that the specific mass balance becomes zero, aligning with the equilibrium assumption. This approach

ensures that the artificial mass balance profile remains physically consistent with the original profile and

maintains the overall mass turnover characteristics of the glacier (Maussion et al., 2019).

The inversion factor is a parameter used in the bed inversion procedure, and it represents the only𝑓
𝑖𝑛𝑣

free parameter that requires calibration. Prior to the inversion, several climate and glacier-related

parameters are fixed, meaning they are predetermined and not subject to calibration.

𝐴 = 𝑓
𝑖𝑛𝑣

 𝐴
0 Equation 21

Where es the standard creep parameter (2.4
-24

s
−1

Pa
−3
). However, the parameter , lacks a𝐴

0
𝑓

𝑖𝑛𝑣

defined optimum value in the model. There is considerable uncertainty surrounding the true value of

and other factors affecting ice thickness. While global sensitivity analyses suggest the default value𝑓
𝑖𝑛𝑣

is reasonable (Maussion et al., 2019), it may lead to overestimated ice volume (Farinotti et al., 2019).

2.3.2 HBV-IANIGLA

The HBV.IANIGLA tool developed by Toum et al. (2021) provides a modular and extended

implementation of the HBV (Hydrologiska Byråns Vattenbalansavdelning) model (Bergström and

Lindström, 2015). Such as HBV, HBV.IANIGLA tool applied to glaciers requires few data inputs (here,

air temperature and precipitation). This tool incorporates the glacier mass balance simulation

considering accumulation and melting of snow/ice. The modular feature allows an extensive

configuration of the spatial and temporal resolution of the simulation, where the first is defined by the

modeler and the second by the climate forcing.

The glacier mass balance is estimated using a glacier surface where the precipitation phase partitioning

and a temperature-index approach are estimated (Hock, 2003; Braun and Renner, 1992). Precipitation

is considered to be snow or rain depending of a temperature threshold (Tr in °C), then its fit through a

precipitation factor (Pf , -).,

Prain/snow = P * Pf if Tai r> Tr , Equation 22

Glacier melting for snow (Msnow) or ice (Mice) in mm mth
-1
, takes into account air temperature (Tair in °C),

melting temperature threshold for snow and ice (Tmelt in °C, and melting factors for snow (Mf snow) and ice
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(Mf ice). If the air temperature is above the threshold (Tmelt), melting occurs at a rate proportional to the

melting factor.

Msnow/ice = (Tair- Tmelt )* M f snow/ice if Tair> Tmelt , Equation 23

These processes allow to obtain the following model output: Liquid and solid precipitation, snow water

equivalent, and snow and ice melt.

The implementation of the model involved several steps, starting with the preprocessing of precipitation

and temperature variables, as well as glacier area data. Climate variables were collected for each

TerraClimate grid cell where a glacier was present, focusing on the centroid of those glaciers. Glacier

area data was obtained from Caro et al. (2021). Detailed information on glacier area variation can be

found in section 2.1.2.2. The model's time step depended on the input data, which consisted of monthly

variables from the TerraClimate dataset. Precipitation phase partitioning and temperature-index

parameters were calibrated using random sampling.

The calibration procedure was carried out using the geodetic mass balance (GMB) with mean values of

20 yrs by glacier, as described in section 2.1.2.2. This involved running the model 50000 times with a

random combination of melting values for snow/ice parameters ranging from 0 to 600 mm mth
-1
°C

-1
and

precipitation factor values ranging between 0.5 and 4. The objective was to find a match between the

mean simulated mass balance and the mean GMB for each glacier. The match was achieved by

minimizing the difference between the mean annual simulated mass balance and the GMB from

January 2000 to January 2019. This process resulted in obtaining an optimal simulation and a set of

parameter values for mass balance for each glacier. The five calibrated parameters were: precipitation

factor (Pf), temperature threshold (Tr), melting temperature (Tmelt), and melting factors for snow or ice (Mf

snow, Mf ice). The procedure consisted of calibrating all the parameters through a Monte Carlo

approximation (Shaw et al., 2020), setting the minimum and maximum limits from previously values

reported on Andean glaciers (e.g., Fukami & Naruse, 1987; Stuefer et al., 1999; Takeuchi et al., 1995;

Rivera, 2004; Condom et al., 2011; Caro, 2014; Huss and Hock, 2015; Bravo et al., 2017).

Nevertheless, these investigations took into account various scales, encompassing spatial dimensions

ranging from small stakes to larger catchment areas, and temporal aspects ranging from hourly

observations to monthly data. Additionally, they utilized different values for the melt factor, both from in

situ measurements and fixed values reported in the literature, to characterize the snow and ice melt

factor. The workflow algorithm, calibration, and analysis were implemented using the R programming

language.
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3.Results
The four research Articles aim to address the research questions that guide this thesis, specifically

investigating the relationship between climate/morphometric variables and glacier changes. These

Articles are summarized in Figure 12. Furthermore, the objective is to understand how climate will

impact the historical and future changes in Andean glaciers, including their glacier runoff. To achieve

this, a variety of datasets (ranging from in situ observations to regional/global products) and

methodologies (including machine learning techniques and glaciological-hydrological models) were

employed across the Andes region (11°N-55°S). Notably, the study initially explored the capacity of

climate and topographic variables to group glaciers in Chile. The findings underscored the importance of

considering longitudinal differences among glaciers in the Wet Andes when conducting regional studies.

It was further revealed that the monitored glaciers may not serve as representative examples of a larger

number of glaciers within the same basin. Subsequently, the analysis was scaled up to encompass the

entirety of the Andes, investigating how these climate and morphometric variables are associated with

glacier changes during the historical period. This analysis ultimately resulted in the clustering of glacier

zones based on the observed relationship between these variables. Subsequently, armed with the

knowledge of variables influencing glacier changes in specific glaciological zones in the Andes, I

proceeded to simulate glacier changes in historical and future periods. The simulation procedures

involved the calibration and evaluation of model parameters and climate inputs during the historical

period (2000-2019). In the simulation of future glacier changes, utilizing a calibrated and validated

model, I assessed the climate variables derived from various climate models and scenarios of climate

change spanning both historical and future periods. Notably, significant disparities in the hydrological

response of glaciers were observed when employing climate models that exhibited lower scores.

This section comprises five subsections, corresponding to the main results presented in three published

research Articles where I was the first author (sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3). Additionally, a fourth section

(3.4) is currently being prepared for publication, with me as the primary author. Finally, the results

related with the analysis of glacier area variation extrapolation and geodetic mass balance using the

NGIs, as well as, the simulation of glacier mass balance using the HBV.IANIGLA tool are presented in

the fifth section (3.5).
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Figure 12. Summary of Articles in this thesis and their relation to the guiding research

questions

3.1Glacier Clusters identification across Chilean
Andes using Topo-Climatic variables

Entire Article n°1 in section 5.1

3.1.1 Abstract of Article n°1

Using topographic and climatic variables, we employed the Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM)

unsupervised machine learning algorithm to identify clusters of glaciers in the Chilean Andes

(17.6-55.4°S). The analysis yielded 23974 glaciers classified into thirteen distinct clusters, each
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exhibiting specific conditions related to annual and monthly precipitation, temperature, and solar

radiation. Within the Dry Andes region, the average annual values of precipitation and temperature

exhibited notable differences among the five glacier clusters (C1-C5), with variations of up to 400 mm

yr
-1
(between 29 and 33°S) and 8°C (at 33°S), respectively. Additionally, there was an average

elevation contrast of 1800 m between glaciers in the C1 and C5 clusters, spanning from 18 to 34°S. In

the Wet Andes, the most significant discrepancies were observed around the latitude of the Southern

Patagonia Icefield (50°S). In this area, the mean annual precipitation values ranged from above 3700

mm yr
-1
(C12) in the western, more influenced by maritime air masses, to below 1000 mm yr

-1
in the

eastern side of the Southern Patagonia Icefield (C10). These clusters exhibited temperature variations

of approximately 4°C and a mean elevation contrast of 500 m. This classification underscores the fact

that Chilean glaciers cannot be solely categorized based on latitude. These findings contribute to a

better understanding of recent regional-scale changes in glacier volumes.

3.1.2 Glacier cluster identification

The Chilean Andes, spanning from 17.6 to 55.4°S, contain 23974 glaciers with distinct climatic and

topographic characteristics. Moving southwards, there is an increase in mean annual temperature and

precipitation, accompanied by a decrease in elevation and expansion of the glacier surface area. The

Dry Andes (north of 35°S) (Lliboutry, 1998) exhibit colder and drier conditions with higher elevations,

while the Wet Andes (south of 35°S) experience higher temperatures, greater precipitation, and lower

elevations.

By employing the PAM method and Silhouettes cluster optimization, thirteen glacier clusters were

identified based on topo-climatic variables. In the Dry Andes (C1-C5) and Wet Andes (C6-C13), five and

eight glacier clusters were identified, respectively, with a boundary near 37°S. The results revealed that

the first two Principal Component Analysis (PCA) explain 84% of the shared variance among the

variables (PCA1: 67.2%, PCA2: 16.6%). The first PCA component showed a strong correlation with

mean elevation (r = -0.86) across all variables, followed by the maximum mean annual temperature

(r = 0.76) and mean maximum temperature of January (r = 0.60).

Regarding the glacier surface areas within the identified glacier clusters, the C1-C4 zone (18.1-34.2°S;

Desert Andes and part of the Central Andes) exhibited a strong relationship with precipitation (95.3%)

and minimum elevation (4.7%), explaining 98% of the variance. In contrast, for the C6-C9 zone

(41.9-48.2°S; Lakes District to South Patagonia), 95% of the variance was explained by latitude (90%)

and solar radiation (10%). The glacier surface area variance within the C11-C13 zone (49.2-54.6°S;

South Patagonia) could be attributed to precipitation (99%). The C5 and C10 glacier clusters, located
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between these three zones (C1-C4, C6-C9, and C11-C13), are considered transitional zones as they do

not fit well within the other clusters.

3.1.3 Glacier cluster overlaps

Figure 13 exhibits the distribution of the thirteen glacier clusters at the glacier scale showing both

latitudinal and longitudinal overlaps. By analyzing the number of glacier bodies associated with the

latitude quartiles (25-75%) for each cluster, it is possible to identify a latitudinal distribution of glaciers

with topo-climatic similarities that do not overlap northward of 31°S. Previous studies have utilized these

topo-climatic similarities to define glaciological zones across Chile (Barcaza et al., 2017; Dussaillant et

al., 2019; Lliboutry, 1998; Masiokas et al., 2009; Sagredo & Lowell, 2012). However, the differentiation

of glacier clusters based on latitude becomes less clear southward of 31°S. In general, these studies

identified between four to seven glaciological zones across Chile, with an aggregation into the Dry and

Wet Andes and a boundary between 35-36°S. For instance, Lliboutry (1998) established the initial

identification of glaciological zones in Chile, while Sagredo and Lowell (2012) identified zones based on

climatic characteristics using a smaller number of glaciers (<234 glacier bodies). From north to south,

they distinguished the following zones: Desert Andes (17 to 27-32°S), Central Andes (27-32 to

35-36°S), Lakes District (35-36 to 41-46°S), North Patagonia (41-43 to 44-48°S), South Patagonia

(46-48 to 52-53°S), and Tierra del Fuego (52-53 to 56°S).

3.1.4 Utility of cluster-based spatial analysis

The Echaurren Norte glacier (33.6°S, 70.1°W) in Central Chile is a reference glacier due to its extensive

record of mass balance measurements in the Southern Hemisphere since 1976 (Masiokas et al., 2016;

Zemp et al., 2019). Over the years, it has exhibited a negative cumulative mass balance since 1955.

However, this mass loss appears to be greater than that observed in other glaciers within the

watershed, which could be attributed to the heterogeneity of climate conditions and of glacier size

encountered within the Maipo watershed (Ayala et al., 2020; Farías-Barahona et al., 2019, 2020b). In

our analysis, the glaciers within the Maipo watershed are divided into three clusters (C3, C4, and C5)

and demonstrate significant variations in precipitation and temperature. The Echaurren Norte glacier is

located in the C5 cluster (mean elevation 3259 m a.s.l.), characterized by the smallest glacierized

surface area (5%), the warmest and wettest climate conditions (mean temperature of 3.1°C and annual

precipitation of 574 mm), and the highest proportion of rock glaciers within the Maipo basin (68%).

These findings indicate that the Echaurren Norte glacier does not represent the typical characteristics of

the glaciers within the Maipo watershed.
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Figure 13. Glacier clustering distribution across Chile and climograms. The Chilean glacier's location is associated with a

cluster through points (color palette), where the concentration in latitude and longitude ranges (Q1-Q3) of these is

represented by rectangles in the Dry Andes (A) and the Wet Andes (B). The three plots below show from left to right the

average monthly distribution between 1980-2019 of precipitation (C), temperature (D) and solar radiation (E) associated

with each cluster.
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3.1.5 Conclusions of Article n°1

The utilization of topo-climatic variables derived from 23974 glaciers in the Chilean Andes (17.6-55.4°S)

has facilitated the identification of thirteen distinct glacier clusters characterized by unique climatological

conditions. These clusters exhibit variations in annual mean temperature, precipitation, and solar

radiation from north to south, showcasing diverse annual regimes. This novel classification of

glacierized zones in Chile, utilizing the globally validated TerraClimate dataset and comparing it with

previous national studies, has revealed that a purely latitudinal classification based on a limited number

of glaciers does not accurately represent the diversity of Chilean glaciers. This is primarily due to a

substantial overlap of climate regimes along the latitudinal gradient. For instance, in the Central Andes,

multiple glacier clusters are associated with variations in elevation, while in the Patagonian region,

glacier clusters are distributed longitudinally, where the wet Western air plays a key role in the maritime

to continental precipitation regimes. The identification of these glacier clusters contributes to a regional

understanding of the dominant meteorological factors influencing glacier mass balance. Furthermore, it

highlights the potential association of monitored glaciers with others found within the same cluster, in

contrast to the observed low representativeness of the Echaurren Norte glacier in the Maipo basin. This

improved understanding of glacier distribution and climatic influences will be useful in the

implementation of studies in glacierized watersheds.

3.2Climatic and Morphometric Explanatory
Variables of Glacier Changes in the Andes
(8–55°S): New Insights from Machine Learning
Approaches

Entire Article n°2 in section 5.2

3.2.1 Abstract of Article n°2

In recent decades, glaciers in the Andes have experienced significant mass loss, posing risks of water

scarcity for the local population and ecosystems. However, there is limited documentation regarding the

factors influencing glacier changes at a watershed scale across the Andes. To address this gap, we

utilized machine learning techniques, specifically the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator

(LASSO), to examine the climatic and morphometric variables that explain spatial variations in glacier

surface area and mass balances. Our study analyzed data from 2500 to 21000 glaciers distributed

between 8 and 55°S, encompassing 35 watersheds for surface area variations (1980-2019) and 110

watersheds for mass balance variations (2000-2018). Through the application of the Partitioning Around
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Medoids (PAM) algorithm, we also identified new glacier zones (clusters). Our findings highlight the

dominant role of climatic variables in explaining spatial variances in glacier changes, with precipitation

variability exhibiting a stronger explanatory power than morphometric variables from the Outer Tropics

to the Dry Andes (8-37°S), accounting for 49 to 93% of the variances. Conversely, in the Wet Andes

(40-55°S), temperature variability emerges as the most important climatic variable, explaining 29 to 73%

of glacier changes' spatial variance. However, it is worth noting that morphometric variables, such as

glacier surface area, exhibit significant explanatory power for spatial variances in glacier mass loss in

certain watersheds, such as Achacachi in the Outer Tropics (r
2
= 0.6) and Río del Carmen in the Dry

Andes (r
2
= 0.7). As a result of our clustering analysis, we propose a novel spatial framework for

hydro-glaciological analysis consisting of 12 glaciological zones. This framework incorporates the

diverse seasonal climate and morphometric characteristics of glaciers and encompasses 274

watersheds with 32000 glaciers. Our study underscores the utility of exploring variables controlling

glacier changes and utilizing the derived glaciological zones for hydro-glaciological modeling across the

Andes (8-55°S). These insights contribute to a better understanding of the complex dynamics of

Andean glaciers and their implications for water resources in the region.

3.2.2 Glacier changes in the Andes between 8-55°S

At the regional scale, our study estimated the mean glacier mass balance (GMB) as -0.82 ± 0.12 m w.e.

yr
-1
(2000-2018) and the glacier area variation (GAV) as -31.2 ± 2% (1980-2019). Our GMB estimation

aligns closely with the findings of Dussaillant et al. (2019), who reported a GMB of -0.72 ± 0.22 m w.e.

yr
-1
(2000-2018) for the entire Andes. However, our estimate is more negative compared to the estimate

of Braun et al. (2019) at -0.61 ± 0.07 m w.e. yr
-1
(2000-2015). These differences can be attributed to

variations in the glacier inventories used for quantifying mass balance through elevation differencing

and calculations. Based on the recent study by Minowa et al. (2021), it has become evident that we

have underestimated the mass balance, particularly in the Southern Patagonian Icefield. In this region,

calving contributes to nearly half of the total mass loss (Minowa et al., 2021).

Regarding GAV, the Desert Andes (-53 ± 0.002%) and the Lakes District (-52 ± 0.1%), which

encompass smaller glacierized areas, exhibited the highest levels of glacier shrinkage. Our estimates of

glacier shrinkage surpass those reported by Rabatel et al. (2011) at -29% over the 1955-2007 period in

the Desert Andes and Paul and Mölg (2014) at -25% over the 1985-2011 period in the Lakes District.

However, it is important to note that the differences can be attributed to variations in the study periods,

and our inclusion of the decade 2010-2020, during which glacier loss in these regions intensified

(Dussaillant et al., 2019).
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South of 42°S, the mean GAV estimated in our study (-24 ± 0.4% to -32 ± 1.3%) exceeded the

observations of Meier et al. (2018) at -9 ± 5% over the period 1986-2016. This divergence can be

attributed to differences in study periods and our exclusion of large calving glaciers in the Patagonian

icefields, where we encountered inconsistencies in glacier outlines, particularly in the accumulation

zones. These calving glaciers constitute up to 13% of the total glacier area in South Patagonia and 20%

in North Patagonia. While we acknowledge methodological limitations that precluded the assessment of

glacier growth, the impact of this exclusion is expected to be minimal given the numerous studies

documenting a general trend of glacier retreat across the Andes. Only a few exceptions, reporting

glacier growth, have been documented (Hata and Sugiyama, 2021; Rivera and Casassa, 1999; Wilson

et al., 2016) in comparison to the wealth of studies describing glacier shrinkage (e.g., Malmros et al.,

2016; Meier et al., 2018; Paul & Mölg, 2014; Rabatel et al., 2011; Rivera and Bown, 2013; Seehaus et

al., 2019, 2020).

3.2.3Main controls of glacier changes

Figure 14 presents the explanatory variables of glacier changes across the Andes (8–55°S) since 1980.

At the watershed scale, we found that climate variables have the highest explanatory power for the

spatial variances of glacier area variation (GAV, r
2
= 0.5) and glacier mass balance (GMB, r

2
= 0.4) in the

Andes (8-55°S). On average for the entire study region, climate variables account for more than 65% of

the spatial variances in GAV and GMB (> 35% for temperature), while surface area is the most relevant

morphometric variable (> 16%). There is a latitudinal boundary between 37.5°S (DA3 in Argentina) and

39.9°S (WA2 in Chile), where precipitation and temperature exhibit differential explanatory capacity for

GAV and GMB spatial variances across the Andes. Precipitation plays a significant role in explaining

GAV and GMB spatial variances (ranging from 49% to 93% depending on the clusters) in the Outer

Tropics and the Dry Andes (8-37°S), while the temperature becomes the most relevant climate variable

(explaining between 29% and 73% of spatial variance depending on the cluster) in the Wet Andes

(40-55°S).

The influence of precipitation on GMB variability has been observed in previous studies based on in situ

glacier monitoring, such as Favier et al. (2004) and Wagnon et al. (2001) in the Outer Tropics. Sicart et

al. (2003, 2011) have highlighted the importance of precipitation frequency and intensity in modulating

ablation during the transition season, which impacts glacier surface albedo. In the Dry Andes, studies by

Rabatel et al. (2011), Masiokas et al. (2016), and Kinnard et al. (2020) have emphasized the sensitivity

of GMB to precipitation. Our findings also indicate that glacier surface area significantly contributes to

the variance in GMB (49% in DA1) in agreement with Rabatel et al. (2011), who demonstrated a more

negative GMB for smaller glaciers in the Desert Andes compared to moderate mass loss for larger
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glaciers. In the Wet Andes, specifically in the Patagonian icefields, temperature emerges as the main

controlling factor for spatial variances in glacier changes (WA3 to WA6). This is consistent with the

findings of Abdel Jaber et al. (2019), who attributed the mass loss in the Northern Patagonia Icefield to

higher temperatures. In areas outside the Patagonian icefields to the east (WA4), glacier shrinkage can

be attributed to temperature increase, as no significant change in precipitation was observed from 1979

to 2002 (Masiokas et al., 2015). Additionally, Falaschi et al. (2019) identified a strong correlation

between GMB and temperature in Monte San Lorenzo from 1958 to 2018, particularly during the

October to March period (r = -0.86).

Figure 14. Explanatory variables of glacier changes across the Andes (8–55°S) since 1980 at watershed scale. (A) The

274 glacierized watersheds inside 12 clusters are shown on the map of South America. The glacierized area considered

in estimates of the (B) GAV (1980–2019) and (C) GMB (2000–2018) explanatory variables (light blue bars) are shown with

regard to the percentage of explanatory variables for the GAV and GMB spatial variances (blank spaces are due to a lack

of data in that cluster).

3.2.4 Clusters without a latitudinal distribution across the Andes

We utilized morphometric and climatic variables associated with GMB data for 20740 glaciers and GAV

data for 2484 glaciers to propose a new classification comprising 12 clusters, encompassing a total of

274 watersheds and 31963 glaciers between 8 and 55°S (Figure 15). This regional identification was
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based on the primary explanatory variables of glacier changes (GAV and GMB). Previously, only one

type of classification for glacier environments based on latitudinal ranges had been employed, initially by

Troll (1941) and Lliboutry (1998), followed by recent studies (e.g., Barcaza et al., 2017; Dussaillant et

al., 2019; Masiokas et al., 2009, 2020; Zalazar et al., 2020). Sagredo & Lowell (2012) proposed another

glaciological classification with nine zones between 8 and 55°S, which was solely based on climate

variables and encompassed a small number of glaciers (n < 234). In this study, the clusters provide a

more detailed classification, allowing for better consideration of regional-scale diversity in glacier

characteristics and evolution. For instance, glaciers on volcanoes in northern Chile and western Bolivia

are no longer associated with the Dry Andes but are clustered with those of the Outer Tropics (OT3).

Moreover, watersheds located at the same latitude sometimes belong to different clusters. These

findings are consistent with Ayala et al. (2020), who observed significant differences (GMB, runoff

contribution, and glacier elevation) between the southern (DA2) and northern (DA3) watersheds within

the Río Maipo basin. Our results also indicate that a latitudinal classification is not feasible for the Outer

Tropics and the Wet Andes, which aligns with previous studies (e.g., Caro et al., 2020; Sagredo and

Lowell, 2012). Southward of 46°S, we identified distinct clusters from west to east, reflecting the

pronounced contrast in precipitation and temperature (WA3 to WA6), which are associated with the

moist air masses originating from the Pacific Ocean (Langhamer et al., 2018). Studies on the

Patagonian icefields have demonstrated this substantial difference in precipitation between the western

and eastern sides of the cordillera (Barcaza et al., 2017; Bravo et al., 2019; Warren, 1993).

The sensitivity analysis revealed that the exclusion of the variables Tmax and precipitation led to a

reconfiguration of cluster assignments for each watershed. However, the removal of morphometric

variables and Tmin did not result in significant changes in these assignments.
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Figure 15. The 12 clusters of the glacierized watersheds across the Andes (8–55°S) and the behavior of climatic and

morphometric variables. The average values of variables (for 274 watersheds and using 31963 glaciers) are presented for

the 12 clusters identified (through PAM algorithm) using the GAV and GMB explanatory variables (through LASSO

algorithm). These clusters are found in three regions: Outer Tropics (OT; 8–17°S), Dry Andes (DA; 17–37°S) and Wet

Andes (WA; 37–55°S). (A) shows the cluster distribution across the Andes and the classic zones, from north to south are:

Outer Tropics (OT; 8–17°S), Desert Andes (DA; 17–30°S), Central Andes (CA; 30–37°S), Lakes District (LD; 37–42°S),

North Patagonia (NP; 42–48°S), South Patagonia (SP; 48–53°S) and Tierra del Fuego (TF; 53–55°S). (B) presents the

climatic variables (1980–2019) which are grouped into the summer (DJF), autumn (MAM), winter (JJA), and spring (SON)

seasons for the Southern Hemisphere. The total precipitation and the mean extreme temperatures are shown here.

Additionally, morphometric variables associate with the glacierized area are shown (i.e., surface area, elevation, slope,

and aspect). In blox plots the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles are estimated.

3.2.5 Conclusions of Article n°2

This study represents the first attempt to investigate the relationship between climatic and morphometric

variables and the spatial distribution of glacier changes across the Andes (8-55°S) using a machine

learning approach. Specifically, we examined variations in glacier surface area since 1980 and surface

mass balance changes since 2000. Employing a linear machine learning method, our findings indicate
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that the primary factors influencing the spatial variability of glacier changes are precipitation patterns

from the Outer Tropics to the Dry Andes (8-37°S) and temperature variations in the Wet Andes

(40-55°S).

Our analysis, conducted at the watershed scale, has enabled us to identify 12 distinct glaciological

zones through a clustering analysis. This approach provides more detailed information compared to the

traditional zones based solely on latitude ranges.

Based on the observed increase in temperature-driven glacier changes and the decrease in

precipitation-driven glacier changes from the Outer Tropics to the Wet Andes, we draw the following

conclusions:

- The reduction in annual precipitation and alterations in monthly distribution are expected to

have a more pronounced impact on glacier mass loss in the Outer Tropics and the Dry Andes,

as compared to the Wet Andes. Conversely, changes in monthly temperature are likely to play a

more significant role in simulating glacier mass loss in the Wet Andes.

- The newly established glaciological zones provide valuable guidance for conducting glacier

change simulations, taking into account the key variables that govern Glacier Area Variations

(GAV) and Glacier Mass Balance (GMB) across the Andes. For instance, in regional studies

spanning from the Dry Andes to the Wet Andes, the precipitation and temperature relevance

identified in this study can be effectively utilized to estimate mass balance. This can be

achieved by incorporating precipitation and ice melt factors derived from various studies

(e.g., Ayala et al., 2020; Bravo et al., 2017; Caro, 2014; Farías-Barahona et al., 2020; Huss and

Hock, 2018; Masiokas et al., 2016). By employing our results, future regional hydro-glaciological

simulations at the watershed and zones spatial scales across the Andes can be guided

appropriately.

3.3Andean Catchments Hydrological Response to
recent Glacier Mass Loss

Entire Article n°3 in section 5.3

3.3.1 Abstract of Article n°3

The impacts of the accelerated glacier retreat in recent decades on glacier runoff changes are still

unknown in most Andean catchments, increasing uncertainties in estimating water availability. This
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particularly affects the Outer Tropics and Dry Andes, heavily impacted by prolonged droughts. Current

global estimates overlook climatic and morphometric disparities among Andean glaciers, which

significantly influence simulation parameters. Meanwhile, local studies have used different approaches

to estimate glacier runoff (sum of the melting snow/ice and rainfall on the glacier) in a few catchments.

Improving the accuracy in 21
st
century glacier runoff projections hinges on our ability to calibrate and

validate the models on the basis of corrected historical climate inputs and calibrated parameters across

diverse glaciological zones. Here, we simulate glacier evolution and related glacier runoff changes

between 2000 and 2019 in 786 Andean catchments from Colombia to Tierra del Fuego (11,282 km
2
of

glacierized area, 11°N-55°S) using the Open Global Glacier Model (OGGM). We also emphasize on

climate correction, parameters calibration, and results evaluation within the workflow simulation. Our

homogeneous methodological framework across the Andes considers the diverse glaciological zones in

the Andes. The atmospheric variables from the TerraClimate product were corrected using in situ

measurements, underlining the use of local temperature lapse rates. Meanwhile, the glacier mass

balance and volume were calibrated glacier-by-glacier. Furthermore, procedures by glaciological zones

allow us to correct mean temperature bias up to 2.1°C and increase the amount of monthly

precipitation. The related calibrated parameters, such as melt factor (for mass balance) and Glen A (for

ice thickness), show strong alignment with cold/warm and dry/wet environmental conditions. The

simulation results were evaluated with in situ data in three documented catchments (glacierized surface

area > 8%) and on monitored glaciers. Our results at the Andes scale show that the glacier volume and

surface area were reduced by 8.3% and 2.2%, respectively, between the periods 2000-2009 and

2010-2019. The glacier loss during these periods is associated with a decrease in precipitation (9%) and

an increase in temperature (0.4 ± 0.1°C). Comparing these two periods, glacier and climate variations

have led to a 12% increase in mean annual glacier melt (86.5 m
3
/s) and a decrease in mean annual

rainfall on glaciers of -2% (-7.6 m
3
/s) across the Andes, both variables compose the glacier runoff. The

results at the catchment scale indicate glacier runoff contribution in agreement with previous studies in

the Maipo catchment (34°S, Chile). However, we suggest that the largest glacier runoff contribution in

the La Paz catchment (16°S, Bolivia) is found during the transition season. Additionally, we calculated

for the first time the glacier runoff contribution in the Baker catchment (47°S, Chile). In summary, our

calibrated and validated modeling approach, organized by glaciological zones and based on our local

understanding, utilizing the same methodological approach, stands as a crucial requirement for

simulating future glacier runoff in the Andes.
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3.3.2 Climate and simulated mass balance evaluation

Our evaluation of the corrected TerraClimate dataset demonstrates statistical significance

(p-value < 0.01) at 32 meteorological stations. The mean temperature bias is 0.4°C, indicating a slight

overestimation, and the mean correlation is 0.96, indicating a strong agreement with observed data.

However, it is important to note that in the Tropical Andes, there is a larger bias with a mean of 2.1°C

observed at four stations. In contrast, the Wet Andes and Dry Andes exhibit the lowest bias of 0.2°C,

with the mean monthly temperature amplitudes well reproduced in most stations. Regarding the

evaluation of simulated mass balance, we compared it to in situ data from 15 monitored glaciers. The in

situ data indicate a mean negative mass balance of -832 ± 795 mm w.e. yr
-1
between 2000 and 2019,

which is greater than our mean simulated mass balance of -647 ± 713 mm w.e. yr
-1
for the same

glaciers. The evaluation results yield a mean correlation of 0.67, indicating a moderate correlation, and

the mean simulated mass balance underestimates the observed values by 185 mm w.e. yr
-1
(bias).

However, it is worth noting that 40% of the glaciers exhibit a correlation equal to or greater than 0.7,

indicating a stronger agreement between simulated and observed mass balance for these specific

glaciers.

3.3.3 Glaciological and glacier runoff changes across the Andes
during the period 2000-2019

In our study, we focused on 36% of the total glacierized surface area across the Andes, which

encompasses 85% in the Dry Andes, 79% in the Tropical Andes, and 29% in the Wet Andes (excluding

calving glaciers). We conducted simulations at a monthly time scale to assess annual mass balance,

glacier dynamics, glacier area, glacier volume, and glacier runoff (including glacier melting from snow

and ice, as well as rainfall on glaciers).

Analyzing climate change between the periods 2000-2009 and 2010-2019 across the Andes, we

observed a cumulative decrease in precipitation of -9% (-234 mm yr
-1
) and a mean annual temperature

increase of 0.4 ± 0.1°C. Specifically, precipitation showed a significant decline in the Dry Andes

(-256 mm yr
-1
; -23%) and Wet Andes (-337 mm yr

-1
; -9%), while it increased in the Tropical Andes

(44 mm yr
-1
; 5%). The temperature experienced an increase ranging from 0.3 to 0.4°C across all

regions. During the same time period, the Andean catchments exhibited a reduction in glacier volume by

-8.3% (-59.1 km
3
) and a decrease in glacier area by -2.2% (-245 km

2
), accompanied by a negative

mean annual mass balance of -0.5 ± 0.3 m w.e. yr
-1
. In Figure 16 are shown the largest loss in glacier

volume (-47.8 km
3
, -9%) occurred in the Wet Andes, followed by the Tropical Andes (-5.9 km

3
, -7%) and

the Dry Andes (-5.4 km
3
, -6%). Similarly, the greatest decrease in glacier surface area was observed in
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the Wet Andes (-144.4 km
2
, -2%), followed by the Tropical Andes (-55.5 km

2
, -4%), and finally the Dry

Andes (-45.2 km
2
, -3%). As expected, there was a positive correlation (r = 0.9) between changes in

glacier area and volume at the zonal scale.

Figure 16. Recent glacier changes across the Andes. The glacier changes are comprised of the mean annual differences

between the periods 2000-2009 and 2010-2019 per catchment (n = 786). (a) It shows the distribution of the glaciological

zones (11°N-55°S), followed by the (b) volume and (c) area changes at the catchment scale. The (d) annual simulated

mass balances are presented in each glaciological zone (the shaded areas are the standard deviation), where the straight

lines correspond to the mean geodetic mass balance (2000-2019) estimated by Hugonnet et al. (2021).

Figure 17 shows the changes of the glacier runoff, resulting from glacier melt and rainfall on glaciers,

displaying significant variations between the periods 2000-2009 and 2010-2019 across the Andes.

Mean annual glacier melt exhibited an increase in 12% (86.5 m
3
s
-1
) across the Andes, with 84%

(n = 661) of catchments experiencing an increase and 12% (n = 95) showing a decrease. The increase

in glacier melt was predominantly observed in catchments with higher glacier elevations, larger glacier

sizes, lower mean temperatures, and higher mean precipitation, compared to catchments with

decreased or unchanged glacier melt. The latter catchments also experienced the largest decrease in

precipitation (-10 to -14%). The highest percentage increase in mean annual glacier melt was observed

in the Tropical Andes (40%, 21 m
3
s
-1
), followed by the Dry Andes (36%, 21.7 m

3
s
-1
), and the Wet

Andes (8%, 4.8 m
3
s
-1
).
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Our analysis reveals that the mean annual rainfall on glaciers across the Andes exhibited a decrease in

-2% (-7.6 m
3
s
-1
) between the periods 2000-2009 and 2010-2019. This decrease was observed in 41%

of the catchments (n = 322). On the other hand, the majority of catchments (51%, n = 403) showed an

increase in rainfall on glaciers. Notably, the catchments with an increased rainfall on glaciers were

concentrated in the same latitude range as those experiencing an increase in glacier melt. These

catchments shared similar glacier elevations and sizes. It is worth mentioning that catchments in the Dry

Andes region, where rainfall contributes less to the overall glacier runoff volume, did not exhibit

significant changes in rainfall on glaciers. At the glaciological region scale, the mean annual rainfall on

glaciers displayed a decrease in the Wet Andes (-3%, 10.1 m
3
s
-1
), while showing an increase in the

Tropical Andes (23%, 2.4 m
3
s
-1
) and the Dry Andes (3%, 0.1 m

3
s
-1
). These regional patterns further

highlight the diverse impacts of climate change on rainfall distribution across the Andes.

Figure 17. Recent changes in glacier runoff components across the Andes between the periods 2010-2019 and

2000-2009. The mean differences of total glacier melt and rainfall on glaciers per catchment (n = 786) are presented. (a) It

shows the distribution of the glaciological zones (11°N-55°S), followed by (b) glacier melt and (c) rainfall on glaciers at the

catchment scale. The (d) total annual glacier melt is presented in each glaciological zone.

3.3.4 Conclusions of Article n°3

In this study, we present a detailed quantification of the glacio-hydrological evolution across the Andes

(11°N-55°S) over the period 2000-2019 using OGGM. Our simulations rely on a glacier-by-glacier
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calibration of the changes in glacier volume. Simulations cover 11,282 km
2
of the glacierized surface

area across the Andes, taking out account that calving glaciers (mostly in the Patagonian icefields and

Cordillera Darwin) were not considering because calving is not accounted for in the version of

glaciological model used here. The simulations were performed for the first time employing the same

methodological approach, a corrected climate forcing and parameters calibration at the glaciological

zone scale throughout the Andes. Evaluation of our simulation outputs spanned glacier-specific and

catchment-scale, integrating in situ observations -which is uncommon in regional studies. From our

results, we can conclude the following:

● In relation to glacier runoff composed by glacier melt and rainfall on glacier at the catchment scale;

the largest percentage of studied Andean catchments encompassing 84% of total (661

catchments) presented an increase in 12% of the mean annual glacier melt (ice and snowmelt)

between the periods 2000-2009 and 2010-2019. These catchments present glaciers with higher

elevation, larger size and also a lower mean annual temperature and higher mean annual

precipitation compared with glaciers located in catchments that showed a decrease in glacier melt

in the same period which comprise just 12% of studied catchments. Additionally, the mean annual

rainfall on glacier between the periods 2000-2009 and 2010-2019 exhibited a reduction of -2%.

● Special attention must be directed towards the Tropical and Dry Andes regions, as they exhibited

the most significant percentage increase in glacier runoff between the periods 2000-2009 and

2010-2019, reaching up to 40% due to glacier melt, and 3% due to increased rainfall on glacier

over the past decade. Specifically, the Dry Andes 1 (DA1) showcased a remarkable 62% increase,

while the Inner Tropic zone exhibited a 73% rise in glacier runoff in the same periods. Notably,

these particular glaciological zones displayed the smallest absolute quantities of glacier runoff

across the entire Andes region. The DA1 zone emerges as the most vulnerable glaciological zone

to glacier runoff water scarcity in the Andes.

● Three catchments (La Paz, Maipo and Baker) located in contrasted climatic and morphometric

zones (glaciological zones) are used to evaluate the simulations. Our results show consistency

with previous studies and in situ observations. The larger glacier runoff contributions to the

catchment water flows during the period 2000-2019 are quantified for the Baker (43%) and Maipo

(36%) catchments during the summer season (January-March). On the other hand, the larger

glacier runoff contribution to the La Paz catchment (45%) was estimated during the transition

season (September to November).

● The correction of temperature and precipitation data, coupled with parameter calibration conducted

at the glaciological zone scale, notably enhanced the accuracy of mass balance simulations and

glacier runoff estimations. Highlighting the estimation of annual temperature lapse rates and

variability in glacier mass balance through measurements to correct climate data across distinct
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glaciological zones. This improvement not only ensures better alignment with local observations

but also establishes a more robust tool for forecasting future glacier runoff patterns in the Andes.

This method stands apart from global models by specifically addressing the local climate and

parameter values inherent to the Andean region.

Lastly, our results help to improve knowledge about the hydrological responses of glacierized

catchments across the Andes through the correction of inputs, calibration by glaciers and validation of

our simulations considering different glaciological zones. The implementation of this model during the

historical period is a prerequisite for simulating the future evolution of the Andean glaciers.

3.4Glacio-hydrological changes along the Andes over
the first half of the 21st Century

Entire Article n°4 in section 5.4

3.4.1 Abstract of Article n°4

This study examines the future changes in glacier runoff and their implications across the Andes during

the 21st century, adopting a catchment perspective and employing a validated and calibrated model

integrating mass balance and glacier dynamics as well as glacier runoff (snow and ice melt). Focusing

on a glacierized area of 27669 km
2
, we investigate the future change in glacier runoff using eight Global

Circulation Models (GCMs) from CMIP6 during the period 1990-2049. Additionally, glacier runoff

simulations are performed individually by glacier, thanks to a validated and calibrated version of the

Open Global Glacier Model (OGGM). The study delves into the future glacier runoff projections in 778

catchments throughout the 21st century, specifically for the period 2030-2049, considering two climate

scenarios (SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-8.5). Our results reveal differences in GCMs performance, with specific

models showing more accuracy scores in different glaciological regions. Between 1990-2019 and

2020-2049 warming trends are observed in the Andes, with the most significant mean annual

temperature increase expected in the Tropical Andes (above 0.7°C on average between the two 30-yr

periods). Conversely, precipitation is anticipated to change in a lower amount, decreasing in all regions

(-1 to -3%) except the Tropical Andes (+0.6%). These variables are key in glacier mass loss. Glacier

runoff estimations demonstrate most significant cumulative loss in terms of percentage regarding the

historical period, with a reduction of -43% (25.8 m
3
s
-1
in SSP1-2.6) in the Tropical Andes, followed by

the Dry Andes with a reduction of -37% (-14.4 m
3
s
-1
in SSP1-2.6), and the Wet Andes, with a

cumulative loss of -32% (177.2 m
3
s
-1
in SSP1-2.6). Notably, some catchments in the Dry Andes exhibit

the largest changes in reduction (e.g., Atuel catchment with -62%, decrease of 2.4 m
3
s
-1
) and increase
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(e.g., Tupungato catchment with 32%, increase of 0.9 m
3
s
-1
) of mean annual glacier runoff in the Andes,

leading to complex spatial patterns of Andean glacier behavior. The majority of catchments are

expected to reach a peak water before the first half of the 21st century (percentiles 25-75 in 2010 and

2028), albeit with variations dependent on the glaciological region. The study underscores the critical

importance of considering seasonal variations when analyzing GCMs in glaciological simulations and

emphasizes regional disparities in glacier runoff across the Andes for future water resources

management.

3.4.2 Changes in glacier runoff for the period 2030-2049

This section focuses on analyzing the mean annual change of glacier runoff between two distinct 20-yr

periods: 2000-2019 and 2030-2049. To estimate these changes, we employ an ensemble of GCMs that

exclude GCMs with low scores (when data are compared for the historical period) as well as those

exhibiting significant deviations in temperature and precipitation patterns (hot/cold and/or dry/wet

GCMs). This refined ensemble is referred to as the filtered ensemble. The analysis is conducted at both

the glaciological region and catchment scales, taking into consideration the cumulative volumes of

glacier runoff by catchment. Additionally, we have computed the changes in mean annual glacier runoff

using an ensemble consisting of eight GCMs. This alternative ensemble is referred to as the complete

ensemble. Detailed information is available in the Supplementary Information in the article (Tables S5

and S6, and Figure S4).

Figure 18 illustrates the mean annual changes in glacier runoff in comparison with the historical and

future periods for each of the 778 catchments analyzed in the Andes. Within the glaciological regions,

the filtered ensemble reveals a median reduction in glacier runoff of -0.1 m
3
s
-1
for both scenarios in the

Tropical Andes. This reduction is observed in the majority of catchments up to the 90th percentile. In the

Dry Andes, variations in glacier runoff are observed between the two scenarios. The SSP1-2.6 scenario

displays the highest number of catchments with reduced glacier runoff (median = -0.01 m
3
s
-1
),

indicating a decrease in overall melt rates. Conversely, the SSP5-8.5 scenario shows that a significant

number of catchments exhibit minimal changes in glacier runoff (median = -0.003 m
3
s
-1
). However, until

the 90th percentile of these catchments, an increase in glacier runoff (+0.72 m
3
s
-1
) is observed in the

SSP5-8.5 scenario. For the Wet Andes, both scenarios indicate a median reduction in glacier runoff of

-0.2 m
3
s
-1
, suggesting decreased glacier runoff rates. Negative values persist until the 90th percentile of

catchments, indicating a consistent reduction in glacier runoff for this region.
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At the regional scale, the glacier runoff changes using the filtered ensemble show similar amounts that

simulations from the complete ensemble, whereas, at the catchment scale more conservative changes

are estimated from the filtered ensemble.

Figure 18. Mean annual changes in glacier runoff between the periods 2000-2019 and 2030-2049 at the catchment scale

using the filtered ensemble of GCMs. In the period 2000-2019 is considered the corrected TerraClimate running whereas

in the period 2030-2049 is an ensemble of evaluated GCMs. A) and D) show the location of all catchments and the other

ones considered in the zoom in, respectively. In B) the glacier runoff differences are present in percentage across the

Andes (778 catchments) and in absolute values of changes (m
3
s
-1
) in the SSP1-2.6 and C) SSP5-8.5 scenarios. E) and

F) represent catchments in a zoom in between glacier runoff changes of -0.15 and 0.15 m
3
s
-1
. Shadows in B and C

display the standard deviation of glacier runoff changes by the Tropical, Dry and Wet Andes.

Three distinct types of behavior observed in glacier runoff changes across catchments, considering the

SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-8.5 scenarios. These behaviors include positive changes, negative changes, and

catchments that exhibit positive changes under SSP5-8.5 and negative changes under SSP1-2.6. The

largest volume changes in glacier runoff are consistently negative across all regions and time periods
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(2000-2019 and 2030-2049) for both scenarios. The Tropical Andes exhibit the most significant

cumulative loss in terms of percentage regarding the historical period, with a reduction of 43%

(25.8 m
3
s
-1
in SSP1-2.6). This is followed by the Dry Andes, which experience a cumulative loss of 37%

(-14.4 m
3
s
-1
in SSP1-2.6), and the Wet Andes, with a cumulative loss of 32% (177.2 m

3
s
-1
in

SSP1-2.6). However, a smaller number of catchments (n = 22) show an increase in glacier runoff,

predominantly in the Dry Andes. These catchments experience a 38% increase (3.5 m
3
s
-1
in SSP5-8.5).

Additionally, some catchments exhibit both increases and reductions in glacier runoff depending on the

scenario. Specifically, in the Dry Andes, these catchments demonstrate a 6% increase (1.1 m
3
s
-1
) in the

SSP5-8.5 scenario and a 7% reduction (-1.4 m
3
s
-1
) in the SSP1-2.6 scenario. Notably, the Olivares

(id = 6090889690) and Cipreses catchment (id = 6090897370) in Chile are among these catchments

showing contrasting behavior. Regarding the spatial distribution of catchments, positive changes are

predominantly observed in Argentine catchments, such as the Tupungato catchment (id = 6090891240).

Conversely, the negative changes, which constitute the majority of the volume changes, are distributed

evenly between Chile and Argentina. Noteworthy catchments in this category include the Azufre

(id = 6090904960) and Atuel catchment (id = 6090900470).

3.4.3 Peak water throughout 21st century along the Andes

The maximum annual contribution of glacier runoff to river discharge is expected to occur before the first

half of the 21st century across the Andes. Figure 19 presents the peak water (PW) estimation for 778

Andes catchments, considering the filtered ensemble of GCMs. Across the Andes, the distribution of

PW years (percentiles 25 and 75 in both scenarios) is concentrated between 2010 and 2028. The PW

years closest to the present occur first in the Wet Andes (2010-2024, n = 465 catchments), followed by

the Tropical Andes (2014-2030, n = 183 catchments), and finally in the Dry Andes (2021-2046, n = 130

catchments). Additionally, we observed PW years occurring only in the past period (2000-2025), where

all three regions show similar peak water years between 2010 and 2022. In the future period

(2026-2099), the PW years are concentrated between 2026 and 2049. First, the Tropical Andes

experience PW years (2026-2040, 50 to 86 catchments), followed by the Wet Andes (2030-2038, 40 to

30 catchments), and finally the Dry Andes (2030-2048, 82 to 110 catchments). In the Dry Andes, most

catchments show PW years in the future (2026-2099) when the SSP5-8.5 scenario is employed, which

can be compared with the results obtained using the SSP1-2.6 scenario. Note that the calving glaciers

are excluded from this study, which could be very relevant in the peak water estimation in some

catchments of the Wet Andes.
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Specific locations in Figure 19 and Table 2 provide a detailed view of the changes in peak water year

and the associated amounts of glacier runoff. These details allow for an examination of glacier runoff at

the catchment scale within the SSP5-8.5 scenario.

In the Tropical Andes, the Pico Cristóbal Colón catchments in Colombia exhibit PW years between

2020-2028, with a maximum glacier runoff of 0.3 ± 0.02 m
3
s
-1
. In Ecuador, the PW years are delayed

until the second half of the 21st century (2022-2084). Notably, the Altar catchment in Ecuador stands

out, with a PW year of 2052 ± 10 and a glacier runoff of 1.0 ± 0.04 m
3
s
-1
. In Perú, the principal

glacierized cordilleras experience their PW year before the first half of the 21st century. The Cordillera

Blanca demonstrates PW years between 2018-2064, while the Cordillera Vilcanota shows PW years

between 2024-2050. The largest estimated glacier runoff volume in the Tropical Andes is found in the

Marcapata catchment (3.0 ± 0.1 m
3
s
-1
, PW year in 2030 ± 10) located in the Cordillera Vilcanota.

However, this maximum glacier runoff is one-third of the maximum identified in the central zone of Chile

and Argentina (CL-AR box) in the Dry Andes. The Dry Andes region demonstrates a PW year range

between 2010-2062. The largest glacier runoff contributions are simulated in the Cipreses

(9.3 ± 0.2 m
3
s
-1
), followed by the Volcán (4.0 ± 0.1 m

3
s
-1
), and the Olivares catchment (3.6 ± 0.2 m

3

s
-1
). For PW years simulated after 2049, larger glacier runoff volumes are observed in the Tupungato

catchment (4.0 ± 0.1 m
3
s
-1
) and the Yeso catchment (1.2 ± 0.02 m

3
s
-1
). Compared to the Tropical and

Dry Andes, the Wet Andes region exhibits substantial amounts of glacier runoff. Catchments in the Wet

Andes, specifically in the latitudinal range of 46-48°S (including the Northern Patagonian Icefield and

surrounding glaciers), demonstrate a PW year range before the first half of the 21st century

(2010-2048). The maximum glacier runoff is observed in the Acodado catchment (17.8 ± 0.4 m
3
s
-1
) with

a PW year of 2010 ± 10, which flows to the west side of the Andes. On the eastern side of the Northern

Patagonian Icefield, in the catchments related to the Baker basin, PW years are estimated to occur

before 2030. Among these catchments, the Soler catchment (in the NPI) exhibits a larger PW volume of

8.5 ± 0.24 m
3
s
-1
compared to those found east of the NPI (Maitén, 0.9 ± 0.1 m

3
s
-1
).
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Figure 19. Peak water year and related mean annual glacier runoff across the Andes for the SSP5-8.5 scenario

throughout the 21st century. In the South American maps, the peak waters per catchment are exhibited before

(2000-2025) and after today (2026-2099), using simulations forced by the filtered ensemble of GCMs. Details can be seen

in six locations from Colombia to NPI (Northern Patagonian Icefield). The CL-AR location shows central Chile and

Argentina.

Table 2. Catchments highlighted by glacier runoff during the identified peak water year between 2000-2099
across the Andes

Catchment name PW year
PW glacier
runoff
[m3 s-1]

Location Country Catchment id

Pico Cristóbal Colón 2024 ± 10 0.3 ± 0.02 Colombia Colombia 6090000970
Altar 2052 ± 10 1.0 ± 0.04 Ecuador Ecuador 6090249220
Vicos 2020 ± 10 1.5 ± 0.05 Co. Blanca Perú 6090461650

Ichiccocha 2030 ± 10 1.2 ± 0.06 Co. Blanca Perú 6090449220
Marcapata 2030 ± 10 3.0 ± 0.09 Co.Vilcanota Perú 6090571030
Cipreses 2010 ± 10 9.3 ± 0.23 CL-AR box Chile and Argentina 6090897370
Volcán 2040 ± 10 4.0 ± 0.06 CL-AR box Chile and Argentina 6090892940
Olivares 2040 ± 10 3.6 ± 0.18 CL-AR box Chile and Argentina 6090889690
Tupungato 2058 ± 10 4.0 ± 0.09 CL-AR box Chile and Argentina 6090891240

Yeso 2054 ± 10 1.2 ± 0.02 CL-AR box Chile and Argentina 6090892710
Acodado 2010 ± 10 17.8 ± 0.39 NPI Chile 6090024320
Soler 2026 ± 10 8.5 ± 0.24 NPI Chile 6090963530
Maitén 2010± 10 0.9 ± 0.05 East of NPI Chile 6090962900
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3.4.4 Conclusions of Article n°4

In this article, we conducted an analysis of eight GCMs from CMIP6 to determine the climate models

that demonstrate the highest performance in reproducing the corrected TerraClimate data for the period

1990-2019 and between them in the period 2020-2049 across the Andes, covering a total glacierized

surface of 27669 km
2
. These results were used to run the Open Global Glacier Model (OGGM) and to

estimate the changes in glacier runoff throughout the 21st century from Colombia and Tierra del Fuego

(11°N-55°S).

● Among the GCMs analyzed, we identified those that exhibit the best scores in the Andes,

specifically for the Tropical Andes (CAMS, FGOALS, GFDL, INM-CM5, and NorESM2), in the

Dry Andes (GFDL, INM-CM5, MPI, and NorESM2) and for the Wet Andes (CAMS, INM-CM4,

and NorESM2). With these models (filtered ensemble), as well as, all analyzed GCMs

(complete ensemble), we were able to analyze the changes in glacier runoff.

● For the first time, we conducted a comprehensive simulation of glacier dynamics and glacier

runoff in 778 Andean catchments, utilizing a calibrated and validated model with a specific focus

on the Andes region. Our findings revealed a notable reduction in glacier runoff across the

Andes during the periods 2000-2019 and 2030-2049, particularly when considering the filtered

ensemble of GCMs. In the Tropical and Wet Andes regions, we observed a negative median

change in glacier runoff (-0.1 m
3
s
-1
and -0.2 m

3
s
-1
, respectively), while the Dry Andes exhibited

a relatively lower median reduction in glacier runoff (-0.003 m
3
s
-1
). Interestingly, within these

regions, we identified certain catchments that displayed significant increases in glacier runoff,

notably Tupungato and Olivares in the Dry Andes, exceeding 16%. The Dry Andes region

demonstrated a cumulative increase of 38% in glacier runoff compared to the historical period

(3.5 m
3
s
-1
for SSP5-8.5 in 34 catchments). Conversely, the Chawpi Urqu catchment in the

Tropical Andes, situated on the Bolivia-Peru border, experienced a substantial reduction of 45%

in glacier runoff. Overall, the Tropical Andes experienced the most significant cumulative loss,

with a reduction of 43% compared to the historical period.

● The projection indicates that peak water from glacier runoff will occur across the Andes before

the first half of the 21st century, specifically between 2010 and 2028. Nevertheless, the

distribution of peak water years exhibits significant variations along the Andes and locally at the

mountain range scale. The Wet Andes region is expected to experience the earliest peak water

years (2010 to 2024), followed by the Tropical Andes (2014 to 2030). In contrast, the Dry Andes

region is projected to experience peak water years later, primarily in 130 catchments, occurring

between 2021 and 2046. During the future period of 2026-2099, the occurrence of peak water

years is anticipated to be lower in number across the Andes. Notably, the Dry Andes region
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comprises the largest number of catchments, ranging from 82 to 110 (2030 to 2048). Within this

region, specific attention should be given to catchments that contribute the highest amounts of

glacier runoff, such as the Cipreses (peak water in 2010 ± 10 with 9.3 m
3
s
-1
), Volcán

(peak water in 2040 ± 10 with 4.0 m
3
s
-1
), and the Olivares catchment (peak water in 2040 ± 10

with 3.6 m
3
s
-1
). However, the estimation of peak water in the Wet Andes could present a larger

uncertainty. This uncertainty arises from the exclusion of calving glaciers and frontal evolution,

transitioning from land-terminating glaciers to lake or ocean-terminating glaciers.

This simulation approach provides a comprehensive understanding of the variations in glacier runoff

using the GCMs with coherent behavior in the historical and future periods. We highlight the temporal

and spatial variations in peak water from glacier runoff across the Andes, emphasizing the importance

of considering regional and catchment differences in water resource adaptation strategies, especially in

the most affected region by a long drought in the Andes as the central zone of Chile and Argentina.

3.5Statistical glacier change analysis, glacier mass
balance modeling using HBV-IANIGLA tool and
comparison with the OGGMmodel

At the outset of this project, I contemplated comparing two glacier evolution approaches: one

incorporating a basic statistical formulation of the glacier change (area and volume) and the glacier

runoff quantification (HBV-IANIGLA model [hydrological model]), while the other is focusing on glacier

volume simulation and related glacier runoff (OGGM [glaciological model]). The disparities between

these glacier simulation implementations are presented in Table 3. Notably, the discrepancies lie in

OGGM's simulation of glacier dynamics (simulation of glacier area and volume). HBV-IANIGLA does not

take into account the glacier dynamics (glacier area is an input). Another difference between the two

models is the HBV-IANIGLA's melting partitioning between snow and ice melt on the glacier surface

(two different melting factors), this is not the case for OGGM. Finally, the simulation and calibration

workflow implementation in OGGM is more complete. These distinctions make the simulation of glacier

changes and related runoff using the HBV-IANIGLA tool more challenging at regional scale. For these

reasons, it is imperative to spend more time in the implementation and calibration workflows of the

HBV-IANIGLA tool.

Table 3. Differences in simulated processes on glacier between the Open Global
Glacier Model (OGGM) and HBV-IANIGLA

Simulated processes OGGM HBV-IANIGLA

Mass balance

Snow accumulation Yes Yes
Snow melt Simulation

together
Simulation
separatelyIce melt

Glacier dynamics Glacier surface area Yes No
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Ice thickness Yes No
Glacier volume Yes No

Glacier runoff
From rainfall Yes Yes
From snowmelt Simulation

together
Simulation
separatelyFrom ice melt

Calibration
implementation

Mass balance Yes No
Ice thickness Yes No

Model Structure
Spatial distribution Ice flow lines semi-distributed

Simulated processes Only glacier Glacier and
whole basin

In this section, I will present the outcomes of the geodetic glacier mass balance estimated to be used in

the calibration of the mass balance simulated (section 3.5.1), the estimation of the glacier area variation

(section 3.5.2) and the mass balance simulations utilizing the HBV-IANIGLA tool (section 3.5.3) and

their limitations and advantages in the glacier runoff simulation (section 3.5.4). These results have not

been published to date.

3.5.1 Glacier mass balance estimated for calibration procedure

According to the National Glacier Inventories (NGIs), a total of 27676 glaciers covering an area of 28777

km
2
were identified in the Andes. Among these, 26805 glaciers with a total area of 28272 km

2
were

classified as debris-free glaciers, while 871 glaciers with an area of 504.7 km
2
were classified as

debris-covered glaciers. The geodetic mass balance of these glaciers was estimated using the surface

elevation changes provided by Hugonnet et al. (2021), which yielded a value of -0.74 ± 0.1 m w.e. yr
-1
.

However, it was found that the geodetic mass balance estimation for these glaciers had large errors. To

address this issue and calibrate the simulated mass balance using HBV-IANIGLA tools for the period

2000-2019, glaciers with errors of mass balance greater than the error 97th percentile were filtered out.

By applying this filtering procedure, the maximum mean error per glacier was reduced from 151 to 2.5 m

w.e. yr
-1
. This resulted in a mean error in mass balance of 0.1 m w.e. yr

-1
, while maintaining the mean

mass balance of -0.74 ± 0.1 m w.e. yr
-1
. However, the number of glaciers was reduced to 25343,

covering an area of 28215 km
2
.

These adjustments by filtering out glaciers with larger errors in the geodetic mass balance ensure that

the calibrated model provides a more reliable representation of the mass balance at the catchment

scale in the Andes during the selected period.

In Table 4 and Figure 20, the filtered debris-free glaciers exhibit a larger negative mass balance of -0.75

± 0.1 m w.e. yr
-1
compared to the debris-covered glaciers, which have a negative mass balance of -0.25

± 0.02 m w.e. yr
-1
. It is worth noting that the debris-covered glaciers cover a total glacierized area of 495

km
2
across the Andes region (8-55°S), which is relatively small in comparison to the vast area covered

by the debris-free glaciers, spanning 27720 km
2
.
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Table 4. Geodetic mass balance for covered and free of debris glaciers between 2000-2019 identified in NGIs

between 8-55°S

Debris-covered Free of debris cover

Mass balance in glacier with elevation change data -0.25±0.02 -0.75±0.10

Glacier surface area covered by elevation change data 493.9 km
2

26241.9 km
2

Glacier surface area of glaciers with elevation change data

from the NGIs
494.9 km

2
27719.9 km

2

Number of glaciers with elevation change data from the NGIs 839 24504

Percentage of glacier surface data regarding to total area

without filter
98 98

Figure 20. Mass balance and error frequency for the debris-covered (DC) and free of

debris-cover (FDC) glaciers described in Table 4.

In Figure 21, the glacier mass balance distribution estimated from Hugonnet et al. (2021) and the NGIs

between 2000-2019 shows the debris-covered glaciers identified southward 28°S to the Wet Andes

(brown columns), the latter being identified in the glacier inventory of Argentina, with a larger loss in

mass also in the Wet Andes. Similarly, the free of debris-cover glaciers exhibit larger mass loss in the

Wet Andes, which agrees with the results reported by Dussaillant et al. (2019).
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Figure 21. Surface mass balance and glacierized surface area of the debris-covered and the free of

debris-cover glaciers by latitudinal range are exhibited across the Andes (8-55°S). In A) the

debris-covered (brown columns) and free of debris-cover glaciers (red and blue columns) are different,

whereas in b) these are considered in an ensemble. Percentages in b) refer to the proportion of surface

with glacier mass balance data regarding the total. Geodetic mass balance estimated from the glacier

elevation changes in Hugonnet et al. (2021) and glacier outlines from the GNIs. Glacier surfaces and

glacier area were extracted from the NGIs.

3.5.2 Glacier area variation extrapolation

The glacier area variation data (GAV) was extrapolated to the glaciers for which this data was not

available by considering the distribution of glacier area by quintile in each glaciological zone, as shown

in Table 5. It was observed that the maximum glacier areas were underrepresented in the glaciers with

GAV data. However, there is a strong correlation in the area quintiles from NGIs regarding glaciers with

GAV data, indicating a consistent pattern across different glacier sizes. The mean difference between

the observed areas and the mean areas (bias) is relatively low, with a maximum difference of -0.6 km
2

observed in the DA 2 zone.

Table 5. Results from GAV and GNIs glacier area per quintile in each glaciological zone across the Andes

GAV data GAV and NGIs comparison

zones

Glacier

surface

area with

data

regarding

the total

[%]

N° of

glaciers

with data

Median

surface

area of

glaciers

with data

[km
2
]

Mean GAV

1980-2000

[%]

Min and max

glacier area

NGIs

[km
2
]

Min and

max glacier

area GAV

[km
2
]

Pearson’s

correlation

Glacier area

bias

[km
2
]

OT1 35.8 61 0.17 63.8 ± 21 0.01 - 2.8 0.01 - 2.2 1 -0.04

OT2 40.2 383 0.23 66.5 ± 24 0.01 - 14.8 0.01 - 5.7 1 0

OT3 37.6 613 0.29 55.7 ± 25 0.01 - 10.8 0.01 - 6.9 1 0.01

DA1 21.8 150 0.06 59.9 ± 25 0.01 - 9.8 0.01 - 2.8 0.99 0.03

DA2 5.2 58 0.40 43.5 ± 27 0.01 - 22.9 0.01 - 21.4 1 -0.06

DA3 20.1 176 0.33 43.9 ± 26 0.01 - 27.6 0.02 - 15.6 1 -0.05

WA1 8.5 17 0.30 64.3 ± 19 0.02 - 11.9 0.03 - 5.9 1 0

WA2 8.2 320 0.38 66.3 ± 25 0.02 - 67.9 0.02 - 25.7 1 -0.03

WA3 8.8 96 0.15 42.1 ± 25 0.01 - 1241.2 0.01 - 31.6 1 0.02

WA4 17.8 1375 0.25 41.9 ± 24 0.01 - 283.4 0.01 - 78.7 1 0.01

WA5 8.7 284 0.17 48.5 ± 25 0.01 - 498.5 0.01 - 13.4 1 -0.01

WA6 16.1 727 0.17 41.8 ± 26 0.01 - 244.7 0.01 - 41.9 1 0.04

In Figure 22, a comparison is presented between data from the National Glacier Inventories (NGIs) and

glaciers with glacier area variation (GAV) estimations. Figure 22A illustrates that the distribution of area

per quintile in NGIs is well represented by the area quintiles from glaciers with GAV data. Figure 22B

shows that larger GAV percentages are found in the Tropical Andes and DA 1 zones. Figures 22C and

20D demonstrate that the extrapolated GAV from glaciers with data to glaciers without data in the NGIs

exhibit a very similar distribution per area quintile. Overall, the relationship between small glaciers and
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higher area losses is observed in the OT1, OT2, OT3, WA1 zones (high slope), and DA1, DA3, WA4,

WA5, WA6 zones (low slope). Conversely, the relationship between small glaciers and lower area loss is

estimated in the DA2, WA2, and WA3 zones (low slope). These relationships can be attributed to

several factors. First, the glaciers with GAV data are not representative of the glacier area in these

zones, as the percentage of glaciers with data is lower (DA2 = 5% of the total). Second, the maximum

areas are not adequately represented, such as in the case of WA3, which has an area of 31.6 km
2

compared to the total area of 1241 km
2
. Last, the mean glacier areas of glaciers with GAV data are

underrepresented, with biases observed in DA2 (-0.06 km
2
) and WA2 (-0.03 km

2
).

Figure 22. Glacier area quintiles from the NGIs and glaciers with GAV data in the Andes.

Upper left, show the correlation between quintiles of the median glacier area in the NGIs (n =

25825) and GAV data (n = 4263). Upper right, the GAV median area per quintile showing

maximum and minimum areas with GAV data, while in the GAV percentage is considered the

GAV standard deviation. Figures below show correlations between GAV (%) and area per

quintiles from glaciers with GAV data (left) and from GAV data extrapolated to the NGIs (right).

Figure 23 displays the glacier area distribution per quintile for glaciers with GAV data (n = 4263) and for

the extrapolated glaciers in the NGIs (n = 20275). The figure allows comparing the distribution of

glaciers in each quintile based on their area.

Furthermore, after the extrapolation, a total of 25825 glaciers with GAV data are available (i.e.

incorporating the additional data from the extrapolated glaciers). This increased dataset provides a more

comprehensive representation of the glacier area distribution across the Andes and allows for a more

accurate analysis of glacier characteristics and trends in comparison with the small number of glaciers
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with the original GAV data. This data by glacier is an input in the HBV-IANIGLA tool used to simulate the

glacier mass balance and consequent volume of glacier runoff.

Figure 23. Number of glaciers with original GAV data (left) and with the extrapolated GAV data to the NGIs (right) by

glaciological zones in the Andes. Note that the scale of the number of glaciers (axis Y) larger for the extrapolated GAV data.

3.5.3 Results of mass balance simulation using HBV-IANIGLA tool

The procedure to simulate mass balance with HBV-IANIGLA and how the parameters were calibrated

are explained in section 2.3.2 HBV.IANIGLA. The preprocessing of data for the HBV-IANIGLA tool,

along with the workflow and calibration procedure, was implemented in the R programming language.

However, it is acknowledged that the calibration procedure needs improvement to identify the optimal

calibration parameters for each glacier. Currently, the algorithm requires a significant amount of

computational time to perform these tasks. Due to this limitation, the results presented in this study

consider the calibration of the mean simulated mass balance between 2000-2019, taking into account

the error range of the geodetic mass balance estimated per glacier during the same period. It should be

noted that the calibration procedure does not aim to match the mean geodetic mass balance estimated

in this study, which only represents 94% of the glacierized area (as shown in Table 6).

Table 6. HBV simulation with fixed glacier area and parameter random calibration based on Hugonnet et al.

(2021) at cluster scale.

Total cluster

NGIs

NGIs Calibrated glaciers Calibrated glaciers %

Number of

glacier

Glacierized

surface

[km
2
]

Number of

glacier

Glacierized

surface

[km
2
]

Number of

glacier

[%]

Glacierized

surface

[%]

OT1 186 52.5 181 52.5 97.3 99.9

OT2 958 442.8 581 351.0 60.6 79.3

OT3 1617 1024.9 1493 1009.7 92.3 98.5

DA1 646 139.3 602 124.2 93.2 89.2

DA2 1427 752.4 1250 606.8 87.6 80.7
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DA3 989 508.2 951 493.3 96.2 97.1

WA1 459 97.7 404 82.9 88.0 84.8

WA2 5473 1775.9 4611 1511.6 84.2 85.1

WA3 839 7409.7 725 7318.4 86.4 98.8

WA4 6957 6121.8 6368 5720.9 91.5 93.5

WA5 2364 2231.3 1817 2146.5 76.9 96.2

WA6 3910 3680.6 2881 3256.8 73.7 88.5

Total 25825 24237 21864 22675 84.7 93.6

The calibration of the simulated mass balance using the geodetic mass balance data ensures that the

simulated mass balance closely reflects the observed changes in glacier mass. The simulated mass

balances by region and zones can be observed in Figure 24 over the period 1960-2019. In terms of

regional patterns, larger mass losses are observed in the Wet Andes, followed by the Tropical and Dry

Andes. The annual mass balance changes are also evident when considering the glaciological zones.

For instance, the WA5 zone shows small mass gains, suggesting that glaciers in this area are close to

an equilibrium over the periode 1960-2020. On the other hand, the WA1 zone exhibits the highest mass

losses, indicating a significant decline in glacier mass within this particular zone.

Figure 24. Cumulative simulated mass balance using the HBV-IANIGLA tool in the Andes (8-55°S) between 1960-2019.

Results per glacier are compiled by glaciological regions (A) and clusters (B).

Because the values of calibrated parameters to determine the mass balance come from the period

2000-2019, the glaciers’ response to temperature and precipitation variation in years before 2000 could

be very different. For example, if a melting parameter factor of 200 mm mth
-1
°C

-1
is calibrated based on

a year with only three months experiencing temperatures up to the snow/ice melt onset (0°C) until 2°C,

and no consideration of precipitation variations is made in this example, the resulting melting would be

estimated at 1200 mm yr
-1
. However, in the decades before 2000, temperatures have generally been

colder, resulting in lower rates of melting. This highlights the need to account for changing temperature
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conditions when calibrating models. Models like OGGM often incorporate a spin-up procedure to

simulate the historical dynamics of glaciers prior to the calibration period. This procedure involves

applying a second melting factor, which is calibrated by running the model multiple times until the

simulated historical glacier area or volume matches the observed area or volume from recent data. The

spin-up procedure helps account for the glacier's response to climate conditions over a longer time

period and ensures that the model captures the historical glacier dynamics.

3.5.4 Advantages and disadvantages in the use of HBV-IANIGLA for
glacier runoff simulation

The main advantage of HBV-IANIGLA for estimated glacier runoff is their capacity of differentiated snow

melting from ice melting, followed by their easy and quick implementation in the R programming

language. However, the primary limitations encountered while attempting to obtain consistent results

using the HBV-IANIGLA tool were twofold:

i) The need to develop a workflow of algorithms. Although the HBV-IANIGLA tool was designed to be

flexible and adaptable, creating the workflow proved to be a time-consuming and demanding task.

ii) The glacier mass balance calibration procedure. Applying the mass balance calibration algorithm to

all Andean glaciers at the entire glacier scale, without considering a glacier partitioning approach

(such as elevation bands) resulted in an exceedingly long computational time.

These challenges underline the importance of addressing the workflow complexity and refining the

calibration process to enhance the HBV-IANIGLA usability and efficiency for future glaciological studies

to be applied over large regions. Added to the above is the procedure to obtain the minimum necessary

inputs to simulate the glacier mass balance, including glacier surface area, temperature and

precipitation.
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4.General conclusions and outlooks
The findings of this work contribute to our understanding of glacier changes and glacier runoff in the

Andes region, taking into account a comprehensive regional perspective and evaluating simulated

processes at both the catchment and glacier scales. Machine learning techniques have been employed

to establish relationships between glacier changes and climate as well as morphometric variables since

1980. Furthermore, glacier dynamics and associated glacier runoff were simulated from 2000

throughout the 21st century, with a specific focus on catchments with water scarcity.

From the exhibited results, I conclude:

I) For the first time, this study utilized a large dataset encompassing the entire Andes region to establish

the relationships between climate/morphometric variables and changes in glacier area and glacier

surface mass balance. These results provide a regional-scale understanding that extends beyond the

observations made on a few specific glaciers. In the Dry Andes, it was found that precipitation played a

more significant role in recent glacier changes than air temperature, whereas in the Wet Andes,

temperature exhibited a greater influence. These analyses involved estimating linear changes

(1980-2018 and 2000-2018) between climate/morphometric variables and glacier changes on a

catchment level (Article n°2). These findings were further supported by calculating the linear correlation

between annual climate variables (such as precipitation and temperature) and annual simulated mass

balance time series on a catchment level (Article n°3).

II) Additionally, this study employed a calibrated, corrected, and evaluated OGGM model to estimate

mass balance, dynamics, and glacier runoff (including ice and snow melt as well as rainfall on glaciers)

across the entire Andes region (11°N to 55°S). These estimates are now available at both the glacier

and catchment scale, totaling 786 catchments, for the scientific community and stakeholders

(Article n°3). As expected, during the historical period (2000-2019), the highest volume of glacier runoff

was estimated in the Wet Andes, followed by the Tropical and Dry Andes. However, the largest

percentage increase in glacier runoff between the periods 2000-2009 and 2010-2019 was observed in

the Dry Andes, a region highly sensitive to water scarcity since 2010 because of the precipitation

reduction observed, particularly since the early 2010 (megadrought).

III) We evidenced a spatial pattern for the melting factor of the temperature-index model throughout the

Andes region. This pattern was derived by calibrating the model on a glacier-by-glacier basis, while also

accounting for a corrected and evaluated reanalysis climate dataset. Ensuring realistic and seasonally

distributed parameter values is crucial for accurately simulating future glacier changes, particularly given

the significant uncertainty associated with climate inputs throughout the 21st century. This control over
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parameter values becomes especially important when considering periods encompassing both very wet

and dry years.

IV) The glacier runoff changes were simulated across the Andes during the 21st century (Article n°4). To

achieve this, eight Global Climate Models (GCMs) from CMIP6 (SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-8.5) were

analyzed on a total glacierized area of 27669 km
2
during two periods: 1990-2019 and 2020-2049.

Different GCMs exhibited the most accurate results for each region within the Andes. For the Tropical

Andes, the selected GCMs were CAMS, FGOALS, GFDL, INM-CM5, and NorESM2. In the Dry Andes,

the GCMs with the best scores were GFDL, INM-CM5, MPI, and NorESM2. Finally, for the Wet Andes,

the CAMS, INM-CM4, and NorESM2 models provided the most reliable results.

V) Using the calibrated and evaluated model OGGM in the period 2000-2019 (Article n°3) and the best

scored GCMs by glaciological region, we simulated the glacier dynamics in 778 catchments

(Article n°4). Simulations showed an overall reduction in glacier runoff (snow/ice melt) across the Andes

during the periods 2000-2019 and 2030-2049. The Dry Andes experienced relatively smaller reductions

and even some increases, while the Tropical Andes faced the most substantial losses in terms of

percentage reduction. In the Tropical (-0.1 m
3
s
-1
) and Wet Andes regions (-0.2 m

3
s
-1
) the median

annual glacier runoff was negative, ranging up to the 90th percentile of catchments. However, the Dry

Andes region exhibited a lower median reduction in annual glacier runoff (-0.003 m
3
s
-1
) with a 90th

percentile of catchments that show an increase in annual glacier runoff (0.72 m
3
s
-1
).

VI) In the context of glacier shrinkage, it was projected that the peak water from glacier runoff will occur

before the first half of the 21st century across the Andes, specifically between the years 2010 and 2028.

However, the temporal distribution of peak water years varies significantly along the Andes. The Wet

Andes region is expected to experience the earliest peak water years (2010 to 2024 in percentile

25-75), followed by the Tropical Andes (2014 to 2030 in percentile 25-75). The Dry Andes region is

projected to experience peak water years later (2021 to 2046 in percentile 25-75). However, the

estimation of peak water in the Wet Andes could present a larger uncertainty than estimated here. This

uncertainty arises from the exclusion of calving glaciers and frontal evolution, transitioning from

land-terminating glaciers to lake-terminating, or ocean-terminating to land-terminating glaciers.

VII) Throughout the 21st century, simulations have significantly contributed to a comprehension of

changes in glaciers, glacier runoff and glacier melt. These simulations shed light on temporal and spatial

variations in peak water derived from glacier runoff across the Andes. Notably, it underlines the crucial

significance of incorporating regional and catchment disparities into water resource adaptation

strategies, particularly in the severely impacted region of the central zone of Chile and Argentina, which

has endured prolonged droughts.
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Possible outlooks to improve our knowledge of future glacier mass balance, glacier dynamic and glacier

runoff could be the next:

Outlook 1- In regional glaciological studies, it is imperative to evaluate the climate inputs, such as the

seasonal distribution and annual precipitation and air temperature, as well as the products utilized in the

calibration process. Failing to perform this evaluation could lead to incomplete assessments of variables

like surface mass balance and glacier volume. When examining the historical period, it is insufficient to

solely rely on different climatic products or their ensemble to simulate mass balance or conduct

comparisons among them. Instead, it is crucial to evaluate these variables from each climate dataset in

comparison to spatially distributed observations that encompass diverse regional climates. By doing so,

it becomes possible to determine which climatic product most accurately reproduces climatic variability

in different glaciological regions during the model calibration period.

Outlook 2- To accurately assess the geodetic mass balance and glacier volume data in the Andes, it is

crucial to evaluate global products and determine their uncertainties in glaciological zones. By doing so,

it becomes possible to correct the largest inaccuracies that may arise. For instance, the glacier volume

product by Farinotti et al. (2019) was only evaluated on 38 Andean glaciers, including less than 4 in the

tropics and 38 in the southern glaciers. The evaluation revealed an average difference of 20%

compared to ice thickness measurements. However, considering here the total glacierized area in the

Andes (30943 km
2
), the error estimated by Farinotti et al. (2019) could be larger. Therefore, it is

important to evaluate the simulations in selected glaciers across different glaciological zones to validate

the glacier volume data and ensure accuracy in the simulated glacier volume.

Outlook 3- The temperature-index model plays a significant role in representing the energy available for

snow/ice melting on glacier surfaces, particularly since the largest glacierized areas are located in the

southern Andes. This model has shown improvements when incorporating factors like solar radiation

and albedo. While the monthly time step application of OGGM demonstrates good performance at the

scale of the entire Andes region, it is important to incorporate a daily time step in catchment-specific

applications (e.g. water management). This ensures a more accurate representation of the relationship

between precipitation and temperature in the melting process. Another crucial process to consider in

ablation is sublimation. The regional-scale assessment of surface mass loss due to sublimation in the

Andes has not been extensively addressed. It is worth noting that sublimation is not significant in the

Wet Andes region, and only small percentages of sublimation have been measured during seasons with

the highest surface mass loss in the Tropical and Dry Andes. Only the Desert Andes, which encompass

the smallest glacierized area within the Dry Andes, have exhibited larger amounts of sublimation at the

glaciers’ surface.
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Outlook 4- The simulation of glacier dynamics using the mass conservation approximation implemented

in OGGM does not account for different glaciological processes, for example the thermomechanical

processes that can be highly relevant in temperate and polythermal glaciers and the basal stress. To

address this limitation, models such as the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM with thermomechanical

processes) (Winkelmann et al., 2011) and Instructed Glacier Model (IGM with emulation of with

thermomechanical and basal processes) (Jouvet et al., 2022) demonstrate great potential for regional

applications in the Andes. However, these models need to be implemented at the regional scale.

However, before starting improved simulations across the Andes throughout the 21st century, it is

recommended to run these models in catchments that exhibit minimum and maximum changes in

glacier runoff towards 2049 (identified in Article n°4). By incorporating models that account for

thermomechanical processes or emulate them, researchers can gain a more comprehensive

understanding of glacier behavior allowing them to know if improved models show a better performance

that the simpler approximations.

Outlook 5- To mitigate the uncertainty associated with glacier runoff changes, I implemented correction,

calibration, and evaluation procedures in both historical and future periods. This approach allowed me to

determine the historical glacier contribution in monitored catchments by calculating the ratio between

glacier runoff and observed streamflow. However, forecasting future catchment streamflow poses

another challenge, as variables like land use and soil properties can undergo abrupt changes due to

political decision-making, leading to increased uncertainty in streamflow estimations. These processes

occurring outside of the glacierized surface areas were not included in this Thesis. To address this, I

propose utilizing an ensemble of glaciological and hydrological simulations within the catchment. This

ensemble should consider extreme catchment conditions, including potential changes in land use, to

gain a better understanding of the range of possible streamflow conditions in the future. By

incorporating these simulations, we can assess the impacts of various land use scenarios on

streamflow, thus helping us anticipate and comprehend extreme streamflow conditions in glacierized

catchments.
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Part II: Publications
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5.Research publications

5.1Article n°1
This Article is available at: https://doi.org/10.5354/0719-5370.2020.59009
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5.2Article n°2
This Article is available at https://doi.org/10.3389/feart.2021.713011
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5.3Article n°3 (in open discussion)
This Article is available at https://doi.org/10.5194/egusphere-2023-888
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5.4Article n°4 (in progress)

To be submitted to the Earth’s Future journal https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/23284277
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Part III: Glaciological and climate data

The data from the statistical analysis, as well as, of simulations on glaciers carry on in this thesis are

described in Table 7.

Table 7. Data of glaciers across the Andes generated in the thesis available to be downloaded.

Data Name Description Espatial extension Link

Glacier Clusters

identification across Chilean

Andes using Topo-Climatic

variables: DATA

Shapefile related to the Chilean

glacier which are related to each

estimated cluster

Chile between

17-55°S

Glacier Clusters

identification across Chilean

Andes using Topo-Climatic

variables: DATA | Zenodo

Hydrological Response of

Andean Catchments to

Recent Glacier Mass Loss

(data)

- Annual time series of simulated

glacier area, glacier volume, glacier

runoff and corrected temperature

and precipitation by glacier.

Period 2000-2019.

- Summary by catchments of

simulated glacier area, glacier

volume, glacier runoff and corrected

temperature and precipitation for

periods 2000-2019, 2000-2009 and

2010-2019.

Acros the Andes

11°N-55°S

Hydrological Response of

Andean Catchments to

Recent Glacier Mass Loss

(data) | Zenodo
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Part IV: Appendixes
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reducidas, en la cuenca del Aconcagua, a partir de datos MODIS, a través de la plataforma Google

Earth Engine. Annual meeting SOCHICRI, Chile.

Freddy Saavedra, Carlos Romero, Daniela Gonzalez, Yael Aguirre, Alexis Caro, Valentina Contreras,

Ana Hernández-Duarte. (2022). Producto MODIS mejorado de cobertura nival diaria a lo largo de los

Andes: Aplicación de algoritmos de extracción de nubes a través de Google. Annual meeting

SOCHICRI, Chile.
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Freddy Saavedra, Ana Hernández-Duarte, Daniela Gonzalez, Yael Aguirre, Valentina Contreras, Alexis

Caro, Carlos Romero (2022). Validation of Cloud Reduction Algorithms Over MODIS Snow Products on

Andes Mountain. EGU General Assembly Conference 2022.

2021

Alexis Caro, Thomas Condom, Antoine Rabatel. (2021). Controladores climáticos y morfo-topográficos

de la reducción de los glaciares andinos. Seminario Universidad de Playa Ancha y Gobierno regional de

Valaparaíso, Chile.

Freddy Saavedra, Carlos Romero, Daniela Gonzalez, Yael Aguirre, Alexis Caro, Valentina Contreras,

and Ana Hernández-Duarte. (2021). Validation of Cloud Reduction Algorithms Over MODIS Snow

Products on Andes Mountain. AGU Fall Meeting 2021.

Alexis Caro, Fernando Gimeno, Antoine Rabatel, Thomas Condom, and Jean Carlos Ruiz. (2021)

Glacier Clusters identification across Chilean Andes using Topo-Climatic variables. EGU General

Assembly Conference 2021.

Alexis Caro, Thomas Condom, Antoine Rabatel. (2021). Controladores climáticos y morfo-topográficos

de la reducción de los glaciares andinos desde algoritmos de machine learning. Seminarios Glaciología

del Centro de Estudios Científicos de Valdivia (CECs), Chile.

5.6Workshops
2023. Tropospheric lapse rate: observations and modeling of past, present and future variations July

6-7, 2023 Sorbonne Université, Campus Jussieu, France

2021. 5th OGGM workshop 20-24 September 2021, Neuharlingersiel, Germany.

2021. Fundamentals of DeepLearning workshop. NVIDIA, GRICAD Laboratory and the Data Stewarship

of UGA.

5.7Summer school
CHESS Summer School on Cryospheric Monitoring (3 ECTS). Course of 150 hours. La Serena, 5-15th

December 2022.
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5.8Classes
Teacher in Curso Google Earth Engine enfocado en nieve. AndeSnow project (CLIMAT-AmSud). 5-7

January 2022, Valparaíso, Chile.

5.9Related projects
2019-2023 : Chilean scholarship for PhD project. Funded by the Chilean research agency

(ANID).

2022-2023 : Strategic Research Fund in Drought project funded by the Chilean research agency

(ANID). Glaciological simulation in Drought and water security platform for catchment

planning: historical evolution and future trajectories under global change project.

2022-2023 : GLASI project funded by the LabEx OSUG@2020 (UGA). Réponses hydrologiques

passée et future (2000-2100) au retrait des glaciers dans les Andes (10°N-55°S).

2021-2022 : Andesnow (CLIMAT-AmSud) project funded by the CNRS. Collaboration project

between France,Chile (UPLA), Argentina (IANIGLA-CONICET) and Perú (Univ. La

Molina).
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